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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Manpower Allocation Problem with Heterogeneous Skills 
Submitted by KUO, Yong Hong 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in August 2010 
In this thesis, we study two manpower allocation problems: 1) 
Ground Staff Allocation at Airports and; 2) Staff Scheduling in 
Hospital Emergency Departments. 
A ground staff allocation problem faced by airlines at an in-
ternational airport is discussed in this thesis. In our work, we 
formulate a mathematical model, which is an Integer Program 
(IP), to represent the manpower allocation problem. Based on 
the mathematical formulation, we propose a Branch-and-Cut 
method and a Constraint-Driven Approach to solve the IP and 
develop a software to produce daily schedules. 
We also present a staff scheduling problem for hospital emer-
gency departments. A simulation approach is adopted to ana-
lyze how the staffing decisions impact on patient flows and pa-
tient waiting times. Using historical data provided by the Emer-
gency Department at the Prince of Wales Hospital, we develop 
and test, using a Descent Method and Simulated Annealing, on 
a searching procedure to estimate the modeling parameters for 
our simulation model. 
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Manpower allocation is a big issue in the service industry. It 
plays an important role in the industry due to the following rea-
sons. First, the service industry always needs to achieve a cer-
tain customer service level, which is a measure of performance 
of a system or service: for example, service time and percentage 
of customers being served. Otherwise, a low level of customer 
service may lead to loss of customers and, as a result, reduce the 
revenue of the company. Second, if the manpower can be well-
utilized, the labor costs can also be reduced. Third, the quality 
of service provided can be enhanced by having the right staffing 
decision. Finally, the operating system becomes efficient if there 
is no unnecessary staff allocation. It is an issue not only in the 
business area, but also in public services. Public services such 
as health-care also need good manpower allocation to provide 
good service to citizens. Bad manpower management can result 
in a large government expense and limited welfare and social 
services. 
1 
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Both private companies and the public sector have been con-
cerned about the way to allocate the staff so as to optimize their 
daily operations. In general, the best allocation strategy is diffi-
cult to obtain since it usually involves a large number of decisions 
and requires evaluations of the outcomes of changing decisions. 
During the past fifty years, different kinds of manpower alloca-
tion problems have attracted the interest and been investigated 
by researchers. Many mathematical models and solution algo-
rithms have also being developed for practical use. However, 
as the operating systems in real-life are becoming more compli-
cated and more decisions have to be made, current manpower 
planning problems are becoming much harder to solve. 
In this thesis, we study two manpower allocation problems: 
1) Ground Staff Allocation at Airports and; 2) Staff Scheduling 
in Hospital Emergency Departments using Simulation. 
In Chapter 2, we discuss a ground staff allocation problem at 
airports. The problem is to assign ground staff to perform tasks 
at different locations, where their skills, skill levels and language 
proficiencies are heterogeneous. We formulate a mathematical 
model and develop algorithms to solve the problem. 
In Chapter 3, we present a staff scheduling problem for the • 
hospital emergency rooms. We formulate a queueing model and 
adopt a simulation approach to analyze how the staffing deci-
f 
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sions impact on patient flows and service performance. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Ground Staff Allocation at 
Airports 
2.1 Background 
Staff scheduling is one of the big issues for airlines. To achieve 
the target planned service levels, staff has to be allocated to 
perform different tasks at the gates and lobby which have ser-
vice demands for flight departures. Some airlines have hundreds 
of employees and have to operate more than a hundred flights 
per day at a single airport. The large number of employees and 
flight departures imposes complexity on the manpower alloca-
tion. For some airlines, the staff assignment problem is solved 
manually by their schedule planners every day. However, it usu-
ally takes a very long time to produce the final schedules and 
it does not guarantee that the optimal schedule is achieved. To 
make the time required for producing schedules shorter and save • 
the valuable manpower, we would like to investigate a system-
atic and scientific way to solve the staffing problem. Although 
• 
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there are many manpower scheduling software available in the 
market, they are not applicable to our problem because we con-
sider the important practical consideration that the skill sets, 
skill levels and language proficiencies of staff are heterogeneous. 
Ground staff of airlines are cross-trained such that they have 
different kinds of skills. There are operational tasks for the 
workers such as check-in, boarding, seat-reassignment and sell-
ing tickets. The operational task should be performed by well-
trained workers who have the corresponding skill. However, an 
untrained worker who does not have the corresponding skill, can 
still work on the operational task given that there is no better 
option. Apart from operational qualifications, language require-
ments also need to be fulfilled. As some passengers do not speak 
English, it is better to have some staff who can communicate by 
using the language of the flight's destination. 
In addition to the three critical attributes of staff quality, 
which are skill sets, skill levels and language proficiencies, the 
problem becomes harder when multiple locations are also con-
sidered. In an international terminal, there are many gates in 
the boarding area. The involvement of multiple locations not 
only increases the problem size, and hence the complexity, but 
also imposes restriction on the availability of the staff. For ex-
ample, a worker has to take a few-minute walk from one gate to 
the other. Moreover, there is a security check-point if a worker 
is coming from the main lobby of the airport to the international 
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area of the terminal. Therefore, a transit time is required for 
a staff to move from one location to the other. A rule is then 
set up such that jobs in consecutive time periods (15 minutes 
for each time period in our case) in different locations cannot be 
handled by the same person. 
A group of undergraduate students at University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, developed a program that plans the daily sched-
ules. (See [18] for details.) Two models, a Work-Tour Model 
and a Best-Fit Model, were formulated and a manpower op-
timization tool in Excel format was created. The Work-Tour 
model was used to determine the shifts of the employees so as 
to minimize the total number of shortfalls in staffing require-
ments. The Best-Fit model aimed to optimize the daily staff 
assignments of jobs in order to "best-fit" the daily demands. 
Both models assumed that accurate information regarding the 
employees' skill sets and the customer service levels is given. 
The procedure for employee scheduling entails first determining 
the shifts of the workers by the Work-Tour model, and then 
deciding daily staff assignments to jobs by the Best-Fit model 
using the solution obtained from the Work-Tour model as in-
put. Following the above procedure, the shifts of the workers 
and the job assignments can be obtained easily. However, in 
both models, skill levels are not considered. With such consid-
erations, the problem becomes harder and a good formulation 
is not easy to obtain. As far as we know, none of the literature 
has considered a staff assignment problem with skill sets, skill 
« 
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levels, language requirements and multiple locations. Prom the 
research point of view, we look into how the problem mentioned 
can be well-formulated and solved. Prom the practical point of 
view, we would like to develop efficient approaches to manage 
the staff assignment in real-life applications. 
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2.2 Literature Review 
Manpower-scheduling is one of the hottest topics in the field of 
Operations Research and Management. The literature on man-
power scheduling is vast. According to the survey by Ernst et 
al. [12], there are over 700 papers related to personnel schedul-
ing and rostering problems. One of the earliest paper among 
the 700 papers was written by Edie and published in 1954. This 
indicates that personnel scheduling and rostering has been dis-
cussed for a very long time and yet it still needs much effort on 
the immense unexplored areas of research. In the past several 
decades, many models and algorithms have been developed and 
modified due to the needs of industries. Exact solution methods 
and heuristic algorithms have also been studied not only because 
of practical considerations, but also for the theoretical interest 
by researchers. The application area of personnel scheduling 
and rostering is widespread, covering various industries such as 
airlines, railways, call centers and health-care systems etc. Op-
erationally, the scope of scheduling is further classified into dif-
ferent categories, in terms of methodology. In the remainder of 
this section, we focus on the papers addressing similar issues to 
ours. 
Nurse-scheduling problems often appear in the literature on 
personnel scheduling. The problems are not easy to solve due . 
to the following reasons. (1) There are different categories of 
nurses such as registered nurse, enrolled nurse and nurse aide. 
9 
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Each category has different tasks to perform and/or abilities. 
(2) Since the abilities and performance of nurses are heteroge-
neous, the contribution of a nurse is dependent on task and 
department. (3) A strict restriction is imposed on some shifts of 
the nurses to ensure that the quality of service provided by the 
hospital or health care center achieves certain levels. For exam-
ple, a morning shift cannot follow a night shift on the previous 
day. Many papers in this area are concerned about how to min-
imize the total labor cost or to maximize the staff preferences, 
subject to operational requirements being satisfied, (e.g. Pranz 
et al. [14]; Bailey et al. [3]; Campbell and Diaby [8]) However, 
time for moving from one location to another is usually not con-
sidered since each nurse always works at the same location for 
a full shift. 
There are also many applications of staff scheduling in other 
industries. Lau and Lua [17] discuss a problem of scheduling 
multi-skill technical crews for TV drama production in a single 
location. Eitzen and Panton [10] describe a multi-skill workforce 
optimization problem faced by a power station. Al-Yakoob and 
Sherali [1] consider an employee scheduling problem with skill 
categories and multiple locations at a gas station. The number 
of papers related to postal service has grown in recent years. 
Bard and Wan have done a lot of work on staff scheduling prob-
lem for the U.S. Postal Service Mail Processing and Distribution 
Centers. Bard [5] studies a scheduling problem for multi-skill 
workforce where downgrading is allowed, that is, a worker who 
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has a higher level of skill can be assigned a job in a lower skill 
category. Bard and Wan [6] present a homogeneous workforce 
assignment problem, where workers are free to move between 
workstation groups. Wan and Bard [22] consider a scheduling 
problem, where staff is categorized into several groups but the 
skill levels of employees in each group are same, with worksta-
tion group restrictions. 
Airline staff scheduling problems, which are the case we in-
vestigate, have being studied in-depth for more than a decade. 
The characteristics of the staff assignment problem in the previ-
ous literature are listed as follows. (1) The number of customer 
arrivals in each time period can usually be approximately es-
timated by demand forecasting. This suggests the number of 
employees needed for each task when planning schedules. (2) a) 
There are different tasks that have to be assigned to workers, 
b) Some of the papers consider task assignments in each time 
period instead of shifts with fixed start time and end time. Con-
sequently, the problem size becomes extremely large and cannot 
be handled by many existing algorithms or technologies. (3) 
For real-time or exception planning, the computing time of the 
algorithm should be short so as to produce a schedule within a 
reasonable time in case some accidental events happen, for in-
stance flight delays and absence of workers. (4) The goals are 
to minimize the total cost of assignments, idle times, which are ’ 
measures of the productivity, or unbalanced workloads. 
• 
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Although much research in the field of airlines staff scheduling 
involves the above characteristics, the models developed some-
times cannot be applied to real problems at airports. Some 
papers only discuss a single category of staff assignment prob-
lem (e.g. Schindler and Semmel [20] ； Brusco et al. [7]). Even 
if different skill categories are considered, no skill levels are in-
volved (e.g. Dowling et al. [9]). However, in order to provide 
the best quality of service to the passengers, airlines would like 
to achieve "best-fit" employees by matching the tasks with em-
ployees by the optimal assignment. In order to achieve this goal, 
both the skill sets and skill levels should be considered to make 
such a decision. Konig and Strauss [15] [16] do similar works to 
ours, where the skills, skill levels and language proficiencies of 
staff are heterogeneous. They also point out the importance of 
service level and consider many factors that airlines have to be 
faced when planning the personnel schedules in practice, such 
as language requirements and skill categories of the staff. Even 
gender is taken into account in their papers. Nevertheless, as 
the problem they present is a crew assignment problem for air-
line cabin service, multiple locations are not the case. To the 
best of our knowledge, a staff assignment problem with skill 
sets, skill levels, language requirements and multiple locations 
has not been considered so far. 
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2.3 Model 
Manpower scheduling can mainly be divided into three stages: 
demand modeling, shift scheduling and staff assignment. The 
demand modeling part involves the collection of previous data, 
update of current information and future demand forecasting. 
The methodology used is generally statistical analysis. Since 
airlines have the information regarding flight departure times, 
flight sizes and number of passengers who have already reserved 
seats, accurate estimates of demand can be obtained from their 
well-developed demand forecasting systems and reservation sys-
tems. The shift scheduling part involves the day-ofF scheduling, 
start-time and end-time scheduling and break scheduling. This 
part usually depends on the outputs of demand modeling, and 
therefore shift scheduling is carried out after demand modeling. 
The third part, staff assignment, is to match the staff with tasks. 
The outputs from demand modeling and shift scheduling are es-
sential at this stage since we need to know who are available and 
what kinds of staffing demands have to be covered. In our work, 
we focus on staff assignment, as the number of staff needed can 
be easily estimated by airlines and the shifts are already con-
structed. Given the staffing demands, the availabilities of the 
employees and the personal information on employees such as 
skills and the corresponding performance levels, the objective is 
to find the "best-fit" employee assignment. Figure 2.1 shows the . 
flow of the general approach to manpower scheduling. 
f 
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Figure 2.1: Flow of the general approach to manpower scheduling 
2.3.1 Notat ion 
Before looking into the model, it is better to first introduce the 
notation that we make use of. 
Indices: 
i G I : employee，where I is the set of employees 
j ^ J : task, where J is the employees' skill set 
t e T : time period, where T is the set of time periods 
1 G L : location, where L is the set of gates and lobby 
We discretize our time domain, one day, into 96 1/4-hour 
(i.e., 15 minutes) time periods. For convenience's sake, the time 
periods are denoted by the set {l,2,3,.. . ,96} and the order is 
preserved, say 00:00 is denoted by period 1 and 01:45 is denoted 
by period 8. Similarly, the locations are also denoted by the set 
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{1’2，3’...，|L|}. 
Our model also includes the following parameters. 
Parameters: 
dj,i,t ： target staffing for task j at location 1 in period t 
dj^i^t : minimum staffing for task j at location 1 in period t 
CLi,j : 1，if employee i is fully-skilled to perform task j ; 
0, otherwise 
a i j : 1, if employee i is partially-skilled to perform task j ; 
0, otherwise 
Wj’i’t : penalty per staff short for task j at location 1 in 
period t 
Qj i i ： penalty per partially-skilled staff assigned to task j 
at location 1 in period t 
offi j : 1，if employee i is unavailable in period t\ 
0, otherwise 
dj,i,t is the target staffing level for task j at location 1 in time 
period t we would like to satisfy, dj,i,t is the minimum staffing 
level for task j at location 1 in time period t that must be sat-
isfied. For example, an airline would like to have three workers 
performing task j at location 1 in time period t but the workers 
available may be fewer than three. However, we still need to as-
sign at least one person for this job. In this case, dj,i,t and 逸认七 
are 3 and 1 respectively, dj,i,t and 尚，"are the inputs determined 
in the demand modeling process and also by the previous expe-
rience. CLi,j and Oii�j indicate whether employee i is fully-skilled 
t 
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(well-trained) or partially-skilled (not well-trained but still qual-
ified) for task j. These parameters capture the employees' level 
of skill to perform the task. Note that a i j and ( ¾ cannot both 
be one at the same time in our setting，i.e., a^j + a i j < 1. 
^i,j 二 1 implies a y = 0 and vice versa. As sometimes the tar-
get staffing cannot be reached or some partially-skilled workers, 
have to be assigned, we put penalties on the shortages and the 
mismatches. Wj,i,t and g ^ t are the weights to be adjusted to 
balance the shortages and "mismatches". off^ ,• is the parame-
�J 
ter obtained from the procedure of shift scheduling to indicate 
that whether an employee is off-duty or not. 
The model includes the following decision variables: 
Decision Variables: 
, 
1，if (a fully-skilled) employee i is assigned to 
yi,j,i,t = task j at location 1 in period t 
0，otherwise 
1，if (a partially-skilled) employee i is assigned to 
^i,j,i,t = task j at location 1 in period t 
0, otherwise 
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f 
1, if employee i is moving from one location to 
movei,t = another in period t 
0, otherwise 
� 
f 1, if employee i is idle in period t 
^dlei^t = . , . 
0, otherwise 
Zj,i,t ： shortage of staff for task j at location 1 in period t 
In our model, we separate the assignment variable into two 
parts, one for a perfect skills-match and one for a mismatch, 
denoted by yij,i,t and cci,jj,t respectively. Doing it this way, it is 
much easier to count the number of "mismatches" in order to 
associate penalties with them. Besides the two assignment vari-
ables for employees to perform a task, there are also other deci-
sion variables to track employees who are "moving" and "idle". 
Finally, Zj,i,t，which is a non-negative integer, measures the num-
ber of shortages if the target staffing level cannot be achieved. 
f 
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2.3.2 Basic Model 
Based on the problem description, working rules that have to 
be satisfied and the notation we developed, a basic model is for-
mulated using an integer-programming approach. The model is 
a modified version of an assignment problem which takes skills 
and multiple locations into consideration. The objective and 
constraints are as follows. 
min E E E Wj,i,tZju + E E E E 9 j , i ,mju 
t 1 j t 1 j i 
+ EErruwei , t + e E E E E y i , j U (2.1) 
t i t 1 j i 
where w^ > gj,i,t > 1 > e 
Subject to 
ij,i,t < E^idViJU V j , M (2.2) 
i 
^JU < EKjViM + o^ijXij^i^t) 
i 
+Hi,t Vj , /, t (2.3) 
J2E(yiM^Hju) 
1 j 
+movei,t + idki,t = l _ o f f \ t Ni,t (2.4) 
T^iViJU + ^iju) < T^iViJU+i + XiM+i) j j 
+move^+i Vi,/,^y^|T|(2.5) 
ViJU < aij W,j,l,t (2.6) 
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HjJ,t < ^iJ Vz,j,/ ,i (2.7) 
yi,jU,Hj,i,t,mcwei,t,idlei,t G {0,1} Vz,j,/ , t (2.8) 
Zj,i,t e Z+U{0} Vj, / , i (2.9) 
(2.1) is the objective to minimize the total sum of weighted 
shortages and "mismatches" plus total number of movements. 
The term e E< E/ E j Ei yij,i,t is added to the objective in order 
to eliminate spurious solutions indicating unnecessary assign-
ments. For example, a staff allocated to work at a location that 
does not have any demand is not a good assignment in practice. 
A condition Wj,i,t > 9j,i,t > 1 > s is imposed to ensure that 
minimizing shortfalls is our first priority. A partially-skilled em-
ployee should also be assigned when shortfall occurs, if there is 
no better option. Our second goal is to "best-fit" the employees 
and therefore Et E/ E j Ei 9j,i,t^i,j,Ui should be minimized. After 
achieving the above goals, it is better to reduce the employ-
ees' movements. Finally, we would also like to reduce the total 
number of assignments, E^ Ei E j Ei Vi,j,i,t, in order to eliminate 
spurious solutions. Idle times are not included in the objective 
since the workers can be assigned to other tasks when they are 
idling. Therefore, idling is not an important issue in our appli-
cation because the productivity of airline is not reduced by this 
factor. 
Constraints ( 2.2) ensure that the minimum staffing is satis- ’ 
fied by the well-trained workers. Constraints ( 2.3) calculate the 
non-negative difference between the target staffing and the to-
f 
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tal number of workers contributing to the work as long as they 
are partially or fully qualified. Constraints ( 2.4) ensure that 
one and only one job or action is assigned to an employee in 
each working time period. Constraints ( 2.5) impose location 
and movement restrictions, stating that unless an employee is 
working at the same location in the next time period, he/she 
must be "moving" or "idle" in the next time period. This con-
straint on location is not applicable in the last time period. 
Constraints ( 2.6) and ( 2.7) state whether a worker is fully-
skilled or partially-skilled. The decision variables are set to be 
binary or non-negative integers via constraints ( 2.8) and ( 2.9). 
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2.3.3 Model Structure 
The model has some theoretical properties that may be exploited 
in our later algorithm developments. 
Definition 1 A matrix A is said to be totally unimodular (TU) 
if every square submatrix ofA has determinant —1,0 or +1. 
A well known fact is that, if a constraint matrix A is TU, 
then every extreme point of the feasible set is an integer point, 
given that the right hand side vector b is integer-valued. Conse-
quently, since an optimal solution of a linear program min{c^x : 
Ax < b, X > 0} is always attained by one of the extreme points 
of the feasible set (if the linear program has a feasible solution 
and finite optimal value), the linear program has an integer op-
timal solution for all TU constraint matrices and integer right 
hand side vectors. (See pages 38 to 40 in [23] for details.) An 
interesting finding is that this nice property can be applied to 
our model. 
Proposition 1 The constraint matrix of the constraints ( 2.2), 
(2.3)，( 2.4), ( 2.6) and ( 2.7) is totally unimodular. 
The proof of Proposition 1 can be found in Appendix A. This 
nice structure results in obtaining an integral optimal solution 
• 
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quickly when we apply branch-and-cut algorithm. Computa-
tional result shows that in some cases an integral optimal solu-
tion can be obtained in a short time when solving the proposed 
integer program. (See Section 2.6 for details). 
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2.3.4 Definition of Tasks 
In airport terminal operations, there are two dimensions to the 
tasks: operational and language requirements. The model set 
up in Section 2.3.2 applies to "tasks" generally defined. Here, 
we investigate the modeling issue of how best to define the tasks. 
The employees' skill set J includes both operational tasks and 
languages. There is some ambiguity with regard to how to de-
fine the tasks for our model. In this section, we define the tasks 
in two ways. The first way, called J o b x Language in our 
work, is to consider all the combinations of operational tasks 
and language requirements. The second way, called J o b + 
Language in our work, is to decouple operational tasks and 
language requirements and consider them separately. (Note: If 
we define by this way, the employee who is responsible for the 
language requirement should also take one of the operational du-
ties. Nobody is only responsible for the language requirement. 
The "tasks" we define are the duties which schedule planner 
should think of.) The following simple example illustrates the 
ideas of defining tasks in these two ways. 
Suppose there are three operational tasks and five language 
requirements. The operational tasks are boarding, check-in and 
selling tickets. The languages are Chinese, French, German, 
Japanese and Spanish. 
• 
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Operations Languages 
_^____^  Chinese 
Boarding ^ - ^ - ^ " " " ^ ^ ^ y v ^ -
^ z z ^ ^ ^ q 
<^eck-m | ^ ^ 6 ^ ^ ^ ^ German 
i^^ /^ ^^ ^^ *^^ ^ ^V^^^ Japanese 
Sellingtickets | ^ ^ " ' ^ C ^ 
~"~"~~~~-~^  Spanish 
Figure 2.2: Graphical illustration of Job x Language 
Job X Language 
If the ta^ks are defined by the first way, Job x Language, the 
whole set of the tasks consists of all combinations of operational 
tasks and language requirements. In this example, there are 3 
X 5 = 15 tasks. The set is {'Boarding and Chinese', (Boarding 
and French',.. . , 'Selling tickets and Spanish'}. The workers to 
perform each ta^k have to be qualified with respect to both the 
operational and language requirements. For instance, the task 
‘Boarding and German, has to be handled by workers who are 
both qualified for boarding and speaking German. A graphical 
demonstration of the idea of Job x Language is shown in Fig-
ure 2.2. 
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Job + Language 
If the tasks are defined by the second way, Job + Language, the 
whole set of the tasks consists of all the tasks from the set of 
operational tasks plus the set of language requirements. If we 
consider the same example again, there are 3 + 5 = 8 tasks. The 
set is {'Boarding', ‘Check-in，’..., 'Spanish'}. Operational and 
language requirements are now independent. The workers need 
not satisfy both the operational and language requirements at 
the same time. Figure 2.3 depicts that the connection between 
operations and languages are removed in the idea of the Job + 
Language model. 
The Job X Language model requires a more detailed spec-
ification of tasks required for each flight departure. This may 
impose difficulties for the shift planner. Also this detailed level 
of specification may be unnecessary. (Why should it be the 
boarding agent who is Chinese speaking and not the check-in 
agent?) Moreover, this "over-specification" may lead to infeasi-
bility in staff assignment. In the following, we discuss how the 
Job + Language model offers more flexibility and hence better 
quality solutions. 
t 









Figure 2.3: Graphical illustration of Job + Language 
2.3.5 Job X Language Model 
Now, we are clear about how the tasks are defined. As the' tasks 
can be defined in these two ways, we are going to investigate how 
the two models differ. The Job x Language model is exactly the 
same as the model presented in Section 2.3.2. Constraints ( 2.1) 
to ( 2.9) have no changes in this model. The model can simply 
be applied by just defining employees' skill set J as all the com-
binations of operational tasks and language requirements. 
If the tasks are defined in this way, it implicitly requires all the 
workers being assigned to a job should also know the language 
of the flight's destination. However, in practical situations at 
airport，not all the staff has to know the language. This implies 
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it may be difficult to achieve the goal of producing a feasible 
schedule since the requirement of having all the staff knowing 
the language is hard to fulfill. To make the model more practical 
and easy to solve, we came up with the idea of Job + Language 
model. 
t 
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2.3.6 Job + Language Model 
To take care of those passengers who do not speak English, air-
lines usually require staff who knows the language of the flight's 
destination should be present at the gate or check-in counter. 
However, it is sometimes impossible to have all the staff work-
ing at the gate or check-in counter proficient in that language. 
To make the assignment more practical and easier for the sched-
ule planner, airlines only need some employees, not all, who can 
speak the language. This indeed enhances the flexibility for 
manpower scheduling. In the Job + Language model, we follow 
this scheme, instead of the requirement of all the staff knowing 
the language. Some modifications in both notation and basic 
model are made. 
Indices: 
i G I : employee, where I is the set of employees , 
0 e 0 : operation, where 0 is the employees' operational 
skill set 
f G F : language, where F is the language set 
t e T : time period, where T is the set of time periods 
1 G L : location, where L is the set of gates and lobby 
The task set is decoupled into two parts, operations and lan-
guages. Now the new indices o and f correspond to the opera-
tional task and language respectively. 
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Parameters: 
do,i,t : target staffing for operation o at location 1 in period t 
do^i t : minimum staffing for operation o at location 1 in 
period t 
Cf,i,t ： target staffing for language f at location 1 in period t 
Cf^ i^ t : minimum staffing for language f at location 1 
in period t 
a^ ,o ： 1, if employee i is fully-skilled to perform operation 
0; 
0, otherwise 
Qfi,o : 1，if employee i is partially-skilled to perform 
operation o; 
0, otherwise 
bij : 1, if employee i speaks language f fluently; 
0, otherwise 
f5ij : 1，if employee i can only handle simple conversation 
using language / ; 
0, otherwise 
Woj,t : penalty per staff short for operation o at location 1 in 
period t 
Uf,i,t ： penalty per staff short for language f at location 1 in 
period t 
Qo i t : penalty per partially-skilled staff assigned to 
operation o at location 1 in period t 
off“ : 1，if employee i is unavailable in period t] 
0, otherwise “ 
Similar to the modification made in the index of task, staffing 
f 
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demand is separated into two, one for operation and another for 
language. We also consider both the target staffing and mini-
mum staffing, doj,t and do,i,t now denote the target staffing and 
minimum staffing, respectively, for operation o at location 1 in 
period t. Cf,i,t and Cf^i^t indicate the target staffing and minimum 
staffing, respectively, for language f at location 1 in period t. As 
the task is now defined in two dimensions, operational task and 
language requirement, it is convenient to have different parame-
ters to show the abilities of employees in these two dimensions. 
CLi,o and ai^o are indicators to show whether employee i is fully-
skilled or partially-skilled for operational task o. bjj and /¾,/ 
indicate whether employee i speaks fluently or can only handle 
simple conversation for language / . The setting of not having a 
worker both fullly-skilled and partially-skilled is imposed in Job 
+ Language model, i.e., ai^ o+o^ i^ o < 1 and h , /+ f t , / < 1. Staffing 
level is also divided into two. Wo’i’t and Uf,i,t are the weights for 
operation shortage and language shortage, respectively, in the 
objective function. 
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Decision Variables: 
‘ 
1，if (a fully-skilled) employee i is assigned to 
Vi,o,i,t = operation o at location 1 in period t 
0, otherwise 
1, if (a partially-skilled) employee i is assigned 
Xi^o,i,t = to operation o at location 1 in period t 
0，otherwise 
‘ 
1，if employee i is moving from one location to 
movei,t = another in period t 
0, otherwise ， 
1, if employee i is idling in period t 
idlei,t = 
0, otherwise 
Zo,i,t : shortage of staff for operation o at location 1 in 
period t 
sf,i,t : shortage of staff for language f at location 1 in 
period t 
The assignment variables, Xi^ o,i,t and yi,o,i,t, are only used for 
operational tasks. The reason behind this is that we have to 
specify which operational task a worker has to perform. How-
ever, it is not necessary to know who is responsible for the lan-
guage requirement. The only thing we care about is that there 
should be sufficient employees who know the language, regard-
less of what the types of operational tasks they are performing. . 
This requirement is formulated in one of the constraints of the 
• 
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Job + Language model. 
The Job + Language model is as follows. 
min E E E ^oU^oU + E E E Uf,i,tSf,i,t 
t 1 0 t 1 f 
+ E E E E 9o,i,tXi,o,i,t + E E movci^t + 
t 1 0 i t i 
e E E E Z V i , o U (2.10) 
t 1 0 i 
where Wo,i,t,Uf,i,t > go,i,t > 1 > £ 
Subject to 
do,i,t < E di,oyi,o,i,t yo , l , t (2.11) 
i 
Cf,i,t < T,Ylhfiyi,o,i,t^Xi^oit) 
i 0 
•/，U (2.12) 
doU < J2{ai,oyi,o,i,t + o^i^oXi,o,i,t) 
i 
^Zou V o " " (2.13) 
cf,i,t < E T , { k f + Pi,f){yi,ou + Xi^ou) 
i 0 
^ S f u V/，Z,Z (2.14) 
Y2 ^ 2{Vi,o,l,t + ^i,o,l,t) 
1 0 
+movei,t + idlei,t = 1 - o f f ^ Vi，t (2.15) 
YJjJi,o,l,t + ^i,o,l,t) < J2{yi,o,l,t+l + Xi^o,l,t+l) 
0 0 
+movei^t+i N i , l , t _ \T\ (2.16) 
yi,o,i,t < CLi,o yi,oJ,t (2.17) 
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^i,o,i,t < o:i,o Vi,0,l,t (2 .18) 
yi,o,i,t,Xi,o,i,t,rruwei,t,idlei,t e {0,1} ^ i ,o , l , t (2.19) 
ZoU,Sf，i’t e Z+ U {0} Vo，/,U (2.20) 
The objective function is almost the same as the one before 
except the sum of the language shortages is added. Constraints 
(2.2) in the basic model are separated into constraints ( 2.11) 
and ( 2.12). The first one, which is for operational tasks, is 
exactly the same as the target staffing requirement constraint 
stated in the basic model. To formulate the language require-
ment, we count all the employees working at the location in 
the time period, regardless of what jobs they are performing 
and how well they perform, to see how many of them know the 
language. Constraints ( 2.2) determine whether the minimum 
staffing for language requirement is satisfied by counting only 
those who can speak fluently. Similarly, constraints ( 2.3) in the 
basic model are separated into constraints ( 2.13) and ( 2.14). 
Constraints ( 2.13) are comparable and constraints ( 2.14) are 
added for the target staffing for the language requirements. The 
scheme for counting those who know the language is the same, 
except those who can only handle simple conversation are still 
counted. A non-negative shortfall for language requirement is 
also calculated. The remaining constraints are the same as for 
the basic model. 
We can regard the Job + Language model as a relaxed for-
mulation of the Job X Language model. Intuitively it is correct 
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since the planner has more flexibility to produce the schedule 
by not requiring all the workers knowing the language. Math-
ematically, we need to make use of the following definition and 
proposition. 
Definition 2 Suppose we have two formulations V and Q with 
feasible sets P and Q respectively. Let ^ : P ~> Q be an injec-
tion. Q is a relaxation ofV if: 
1) Mp e P , ^ ( p ) G Q , and 
2) 3q e Q such that q • ^{P). 
Proposit ion 2 Let V be defined by Constraints ( 2.2) to ( 2.9) 
and Q by Constraints ( 2.11) to ( 2.20), with the index sets 
defined by projections ^p�: J — 0 and %jjf : J — F such that 
W G l,j, e J,0' G 0,f £ F,l' e L,t' e T, • 
di',o' = max{ai'j : j e i^;\o')}, hi>j> = max{ai/j : j G ^ j \ f ) } , 
thus, ai',o' = m a x { a i ' j : j G ^p'^{o')}, and |3i'j' = max{ai'j : 
j ^ ^ j \ f ) } -
Let do',i',t' = ^jGi;-^o')dj,i',t',Cf>,i',t' < 4eVv-i(/')4.’"’"， 
do',i',t' < 5]%0�-i(o/)c?j’/'’"，Cf>,i',t' < 5]jeV7-1(/')4/V'-
Then Q is a relaxation ofV. 
The proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Appendix A. 
The Job X Language problem is tightly constrained, so it is 
hard to find an optimal solution, or even a feasible solution. The 
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problem stated in the Job x Language model easily becomes in-
feasible in real situations unless the staff is well-trained for most 
of the tasks, including operational tasks and language require-
ments. As the requirement is now lowered by the separation of 
operational tasks and language requirements, feasible solution 
can more easily be produced. 
Besides enhancing the feasibility of the problem, the Job + 
Language model also takes advantage of the complexity reduc-
tion. The number of constraints in the Job + Language model 
is much less than that in the Job x Language model. The num-
ber of possible tasks in the Job x Language model is equal to 
the number of operational tasks times the number of languages, 
whereas the number of possible tasks in the Job + Language 
model is only the number of operational possible tasks plus the 
number of languages. It is easy to verify that the product of two 
integers is greater than the sum of them as long as the numbers 
are greater than 2. This greatly reduces the number of con-
straints in the Job + Language model by the decompositions 
of Equations ( 2.2) and ( 2.3). This results in a shorter time 
for finding an optimal solution. Details and comparisons of the 
computational times using the two models will be given in Sec-
tion 2.6 on computational results. 
« 
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2.4 Methodology 
In Section 2.3, we have discussed the models that we formulate 
for the ground staff assignment problem for workers with hetero-
geneous skills. As also mentioned in Section 2.3, the constraint 
matrix in the basic model without the movement constraints is 
totally unimodular. This nice structure enables us to obtain an • 
optimal solution easily in problems of relatively small sizes. One 
common approach is to solve the linear programming (LP) re-
laxation of the formulation. However, it is unlikely that the LP 
relaxation of the problem would produce an optimal solution of 
integer values. For this reason, if the optimal solution we obtain 
in the calculation is not integral, we adopt a Branch-and-Cut 
algorithm to solve the problem. 
Branch-and-Cut algorithm gives us the exact optimal solu-
tion in a reasonably short time for test cases with data for flight 
departures of United Airlines (UA) at San Francisco Airport 
(SFO). However, the solution time for the assignment problem 
becomes unacceptably long if the number of flights increases. 
(See Section 2.6 for details.) Therefore, we develop a Constraint-
Driven approach to obtain a "good" solution instead of the ex-
act optimal solution, in order to shorten the time to produce a 
schedule. This heuristic solution can also be used as the start-
ing solution in the branch-and-cut procedure to help reduce the 
computational time for obtaining an exact optimal solution. 
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2.4.1 Branch-and-Cut Algorithm 
A linear program min{c^o; : Ax < b,x > 0} is called an integer 
program if the solution vector x has to be integer for every com-
ponent. An integer program is much more complicated than a 
linear program since the solution vector x has to be discrete so 
that optimization techniques for continuous problems, such as 
the simplex algorithm, cannot be applied directly. One of the 
usual approaches to solve the integer program is branch-and-cut 
algorithm. 
Branch-and-Cut is a hybrid of branch-and-bound algorithm 
and cutting plane algorithm. The general procedure is as fol-
lows. First, solve the LP relaxation of the integer program, 
i.e., the constraints which require that decision variables have 
to be integers are dropped. If the optimal solution of the linear 
relaxation is integral, then we are done. Otherwise, generate 
cutting planes (linear inequality constraints), where current op-
timal solution of the linear relaxation is cut off but other feasible 
integral solutions satisfy, and add to the constraint set. Doing in 
this way, the feasible region of the problem has been tightened 
up, whereas no integral feasible solution is cut off. Then, solve 
the linear relaxation of the new problem. Repeat the procedure 
(cutting planes generation and solving its corresponding linear 
relaxation) until an integral solution is found or no more cutting 
plane can be generated. If an integral solution has been found, • 
we are done. Otherwise, apply the branch-and-bound algorithm, 
• 
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that is, choose one of the decisions variables which have non-
integral values, say Xi, to branch. Suppose the value of Xi is x*. 
One branch is the problem whose constraint set is the current 
constraint set plus an additional constraint Xi < [a;*J. Another 
branch is the problem whose constraint set is the current con-
straint set plus an additional constraint xi >�a:!，]. Note that 
the union of these two problems contains all the integral feasi-
ble solutions. Then examine these two problems by applying the 
above procedure from the very first step. Solve the linear pro-
grams, carry out cutting planes generations on them and branch 
the non-integral decision variables, if necessary. Store the opti-
mal solution if it is integral. The procedure repeats until all the 
branches have been examined or the current best feasible solu-
tion can be proved to be optimal. Throughout the computation, 
the best optimal integral solution among all the feasible integral 
solutions which have been evaluated is stored. At each branch, 
if the optimal value of the LP relaxation is larger than the value 
of the best optimal integral solution stored, then this branch can 
be deleted from consideration. In addition, if a branch is found 
to be infeasible, we can also delete it and try other branches. 
This indeed saves time by not examining unnecessary branches. 
The algorithm is stated as follows. 
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Branch-and-Cut Algorithm 
Step 1 Initialization: 
Set S^ to be the linear relaxation of the original 
Integer Program, {x G R^ : Ax < b,x > 0}. 
Set S = {S^),z = +oo,i = 0. =^ Step2. 
Step 2 Selection: 
If S = 0 , 4 Stepl. 
k = l ,z = i + 1, select a problem 5 '^^  G S. 
S = S \ S � \ => Step3. 
Step 3 Relaxation: 
Solve z^ = min{c^x,x G 5^'^}. 
If the problem is infeasible, 4 Step2. 
Otherwise, x^ 二 arg min{c^x, x G 5^'^}. =^ StepA. 
Step 4 Cutting planes: 
If x' e Z\ ^ Stepb. 
Otherwise, add linear constraints to 5 '^^  to form 
，fc+i that all feasible integer solutions satisfy 
but X violates, i.e., Dx^ > d but Dx < d, 
Vx G S�k n Z\ k 二 k + 1. => Step3. 
If no linear constraints can be found, =^ Step6. 
Step 5 Pruning: 
If z' > z, =:^  Step2. 
Else X* 二 x\ z = z\ delete all the problems 
Si e S with ^ > z, ^ Step2. 
t 
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Step 6 Branching: 
Choose j G J = {j : L^).�< 无)<「无)1]". 
Put the constraint Xj < [苟」into S '^^  to form S^^^ 
and constraint Xj > � x � l into S '^^  to form S^^^. 
Set S = S{jS'^^[]S'^^,z'^^ = z'^ 二 ^ =^ Step2. 
Step 7 Termination: 
If ~2 — +oo, then the problem is infeasible. 
Otherwise, x^ is the optimal solution with objective 
value 2 . 
Remarks 
1. �aTl = min{y E Z,y > x} 
2. \x\ = max{y G Z,y < x} 
The branch-and-cut algorithm performs much better if the 
parameters of the algorithm are set to suitable values. The 
parameters include the following: 1. the variable chosen for 
branching at each iteration; 2. the number of cutting planes 
generated at each iteration; 3. the form(s) of the cut(s) gen-
erated at each iteration. The above factors influence the time 
to obtain the optimal solution by the branch-and-cut algorithm. 
For this reason, we solve our integer program using the package 
ILOG CPLEX 11.2 since it is well-suited for branch-and-cut al-
gorithms. 
Although we can obtain an optimal solution of an integer 
program in a short time using a branch-and-cut algorithm when 
dealing with the general assignment problems faced by United 
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Airlines at SFO, we still need to think about an alternative way 
to solve the problem due to the following reasons. First, the solu-
tion time becomes unacceptably long when we try a set of larger 
problems faced by another airline, Cathay Pacific Airways, at 
Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA). This is because the 
problem is NP-hard, so the solution time increases exponentially 
as the number of flights increases. Second, as there are always 
unpredictable events for the airlines at airports, such as flight 
delays or staff sick leaves, it is better for the schedule planner 
or manager to have a methodology that can quickly generate 
assignment after these events occur. For the above reasons, we 
develop a constraint-driven approach, which is an algorithm to 
produce a "good" solution in a stable manner, to overcome these 
issues. 
2.4.2 Constraint-Driven Approach 
Since the Job + Language model is more practical in real situ-
ations at airports, our heuristic is developed based on the Job 
+ Language model. However, the algorithm can be modified 
to fit the Job X Language model. The heuristic iterates to fill 
the staff shortages. At each iteration, an employee is selected 
to perform specific task at a location under certain criteria, as 
discussed below. The algorithm terminates when no suitable 
employee can be assigned or all the staffing requirements have . 
been satisfied. 
f 
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The key idea of this algorithm is to consider the ratios of 
the staffing demands to the corresponding availability of skilled 
workers, where the ratios are updated dynamically after every 
iteration. 
Our staff assignment problem is complicated by the fact that 
the number of skilled workers for each task is limited. Thus, the 
bottlenecks of the assignment are those tasks for which there 
are barely enough workers. For this reason, the ratios of staffing 
demands of tasks to the corresponding numbers of skilled work-
ers — , = ^£^ r^, = = ^ 7^c 二 iUA 
,-0,l,t ^iQi^oavai^t , o,l,t 22Mi,o+ai,o)avai^t ‘ _W ^^ hjavai^t 
and rj,i,t = j2 {b f+0*f)ava-t^ are evaluated. (Note: avai^t indicates 
that employee i is available in period t.) These ratios can be re-
garded as the levels of criticality. The larger the ratio value, the 
higher is the priority that the task should be given. Notice that 
these ratios are updated dynamically at each iteration since the 
the workers who have already been assigned cannot be respon-
sible for other jobs in any period for which they already have 
assignments. 
The constraint-driven algorithm aims to first focus on the 
feasibility of the solution, which is to satisfy all the minimum 
shortfalls at each location in each time period, but at the same 
time try to produce a solution of good quality. The constraint-
driven algorithm can be divided into four stages: initialization, 
minimum staffing fulfillment, target staffing fulfillment and post-
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processing. 
The initialization step provides a quick check on the feasi-
bility of the problem. If the staffing demand is more than the 
number of the corresponding skilled workers who are available, 
for some operational task or language requirement, it is impos-
sible to produce a feasible assignment. (Note that the converse 
may not be true.) Moreover, all variables are initialized to zero. 
Then, for each worker i, the ratio of number of the operational 
tasks (languages) that he or she can handle (i.e., total number 
of ai{bi)) to the total number of operational tasks (languages) 
is also evaluated in this step. This calculates the percentage of 
operational tasks (languages) that a worker can handle. 
Minimum staffing fulfillment ensures that feasibility condi-
tion is satisfied. This stage can also be divided into three steps: 
ratios update, operational/language task selection and opera-
tional/task assignment. First, we calculate the values of r^i^ 
and jfji ^ to check which task is the most critical one. Then, we 
select this critical task for our assignment. Finally, we assign a 
worker to be responsible for the task depending on the following 
criteria: 1) Is he/she available? 2) Has he/she already been as-
signed to perform some task in this time period? 3) Has he/she 
already been assigned to perform some task at other location 
in the previous or next time period? 4) Is he/she eligible, in 
terms of skill and skill level, for the task? 5) Has he/she already 
been assigned to the same location in the previous or next time 
« 
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period? 6) What is the percentage of operational tasks (lan-
guages) that he/she can be responsible for? 7) For operational 
task assignment, does he/she speak the language fluently? 8) 
For language task assignment, which is the most critical oper-
ational task at that location in that time period? And who 
can be responsible for that operational task? We take all the 
above factors into consideration and choose the best candidate 
to perform the task. The variables are updated after we select 
a suitable employee. We repeat these three steps until all the 
minimum staffing requirements have been fulfilled. 
The procedure for fulfilling target staffing keeps improving 
the solution. It has almost the same flow as for the minimum 
staffing fulfillment. We also calculate the the values of r g " 
and Vf i ^ to check which task is the most critical one for target 
staffing and do the assignment. We consider the same set of.fac-
tors we mention in the previous paragraph. Moreover, we take 
the partial skills, including operations and languages, of workers 
into account. The best candidate to perform the task is selected 
and we update the variables. We also repeat the three steps, 
ratios update, operational/language task selection and opera-
tional/task assignment until all the target staffing requirements 
have been fulfilled. 
Finally, we determine values of the remaining decision vari-
ables, which have not been updated in the previous stages. 
These variables are move^) idlei,t, Zon and Sf,i,t. We calcu-
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late their values using the constraints in our model. 
Let A^  and 入零 be the weights used in the employee selec-
tion procedure, where 0 < AP,A^'",A^'" < 1，and En A ^ ' " = 
EnA^'^ = l. 
The algorithm is stated as follows. 
Constraint-driven Heuristic 
Step 1 Initialization: 
• a i , t = 1 - offi i y i , t . 
If 3 0, /，1, t such that do�i�t > Ei ai,oOAjai,t or 
Cfit > Tdkjavai,t, 
then terminate since the problem is infeasible! 
Else, Xi^o,i,t = Vi,o,i,t = loCi^t = 0 Vi, o, 1, t. 
n. - T^o^i^o fy. - EpQi.o U. — Lfbi,f d ^1 — |o| ，…— 丨0| , U| — |F| ^ u 
A = £ ^ Vi. => Step2. 
Step 2 Ratios update: 
r i i t = V f^ ' ' i . and —o，t，t 2^. ao,javai^t 
仏 广 ^ ； & ^ ^ 心 ’ " . 4 你 灿 
Step 3 Operational/Language task selection: 
If m&Xouri^i,t = • and ma^XfitZl^ = 0 , ^ S t e p 6 . 
Else if A^ maxouri^i^t > (1 _ X^)maxf^i^tLli^t ,^StepA. 
Else, =4> Step5. 
t 
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Step 4 Operational task assignment: 
( o W * ) =argmaXo,"4". 
/* = argmax/2l5",,*,". 
UQf,i^t* = 0 V f e F ] f * = 0. 
/* = {i e I : oAjai,t*CLi,o* = 1，l{o’"}(Zoci，i*—i) = 1， 
{^0,l*j(^ OCi^ t*+l) = 1}. 
If f* + 0，2* = argmaXigp{A^'^6ij. 
-A '^^ a^ + A4’3[l{p}(Zoci’z*—i) + l{i*}{loci^t*+i)]}, 
Else, i* = arg max^^/* {—A '^^ a^  — A '^^ 6j 
+X4’3[l{"}(Z0Ci，"_i) + l{i*]{l0Ci^t*+l)]}-
Xi*,o*,l*,t* — OCi*^o*) Vi%o*,l*,t* = O^i*,o*) 
loCi*,t* 二 l*, aucLi*,t* = 0, do*,i*’t* = do\i*,t* - 1， 
do*,i*,t* = do*,i*,t* - 1, Qf*,i*,t* = max{e/?, - bi*j*,0}, 
and Cf”*,t* = max{c/*,",f* - hi*j* - A*,/*,0} 
4 Step2. 
Step 5 Language task assignment: • 
Cr,l*,t*) = ajcgmaxf,i,tLCf,i,t. 
/* 二 {i e I : avcLi,t*k,f* = 1, l{o，"}(ZoCi’"_i) = 1, 
l{o，/*}(ZoCi，f*+i) = 1}. 
(i*，o*) = argmaxie/>eo{A5'i(v + 入5’2£《"，" 
-入5,% — A5'4ai + A5，5[l{,*}(/oQ,_i) + l{/”(Z0Ci’”+l)]}, 
^i*,o*,l*,t* = Oli*,o*^ Vi*,o*,l*,t* = CLi*,o*, 
loCi*^ t* = l*, avcLi*,t* = 0，Qf*,i*,t* = Qf*,i*,t* - 1, 
Cf*,i*,t* = Cf*,i*,t* — 1，do*,i*,t* = max{io%/*,r — ^ii*,o*,0}, 
and do*,i*,t* = max{c^oVV* — i^*,o* - a i * , , 0 } 
^ Step2. 
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Step 6 Ratios update: 
,pd _ do’i’t „^J 
'o,l,t - Zi{ai,o+ai,o)avoi,t'山丄以 
^ M e - ^ . ( ^ X w . . ^oJJ^t^Step7. 
Step 7 Operational/Language task selection: 
If maXou r^i,t = • and maxfj,t rji t 二 0 , 冷 SteplO. 
If 3o, 1, t such that do,i,t > 0 but Ei(fli,o + oti^o)ci^cii,t 二 0, 
then ri,i,t = 0. 
If 3 / , / , t such that Cf^t > 0 but Ei{bij + aij)avai^t = 0, 
then r j ^ = 0. 
Else if X^maxou r^^i^t > (1 — A )^ ^ ^fU r^^ => Step8. 
Else, =4> Step9. 
Step 8 Operational task assignment: 
{o*,l*,t*) = argm^Xoitri^i,t' 
/* = argmax/eF{r/,/^fJ. 
If Cf,i"j = 0 V/ E F, /* = 0. 
/* = {i G I : avai^t*{cLi,o* + ai,o*) = 1, l{o,i*){loc^*-i) = 1, 
^{o,i*){loci^ t*+i) = 1}. 
If /* + 0, z* - argmaxie"{A8’iai，。* - A"a i - A '^^ a^ 
+ 入8’4(〜’广 + 钱，广）+ A8’5[l{,*}(Z0Ci’"-l) + l{"}(Z0Ci’" + i)]}, 
Else, i* = argmaXie/*{X8’i^j�o* — A '^^ a^  — A '^^ a^ 
— X8’％ -於5钱 + X8’6[i{"}(Zoc�" — l) + 1{"}(Z0Q’" + 1)]}. 
^i*,o*,l*,t* — <^*,o*, Vi*,o*,l*,t* = <^*，o*， 
loCi*^ t* = l*, aucLi*,t* = 0, do*,i*,t* = do*,i*,t* _ 1, 
and c/*’z*,” = max{c/*,/*," — k ? — ft*，/*，0} 
=» Step6. . 
% 
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Step 9 Language task assignment: 
(/*，/*，Z*) = argmax/’z,ir�’,’�. 
/* = {i e I ： amAhr + A,/0 = i, i{o,i*]{loc^*-i) = i, 
{^o,i*]{loci^ t^ +i) = 1]-. 
(¾*, o*) = argmaXi€P,o€o{A^'^ai,o + A^'^i,o + 入卩〜义卜’” 
- A ^ \ — A '^^ a, - X^% - A^ '^ A 
+ A9’8[l{/*}(Z0Ci’f* — l) + l{/*|(/OQ,^*+i)]} 
^i*,o*,l*,t* = <^ *,o*, yi*,o*,l*,t* = ai*,o*, 
loCi*,t* = /*, avai*,t* = 0, Cf”*’” = c/*^ i*^ t* — 1, 
and do*,i*,t* = max{do* i^*,t* — 0'i*,o* — Q^iv,0} 
^ Step6. 
Step 10 Post-processing: 
Vi,o , /" , t , 
move^ = 1 — l{Zoc�ri}(Zc»Q’<)’ 
Wlei,t = 1 — o f f ^ — Eo Ei{xi^o,i,t + yi,o,i,t) - rnovei,t, 
^o,i,t = doU and s", t 二 Cf,i,t. • 
Remarks 
1. f is defined to be 0 if x and y are both 0. y 
2. ^A{x) is the indicator function. 
i.e., l^(a:) 二 1 if x e A, 0 otherwise. 
To ensure that the solution produced by the algorithm is fea-
sible for our problem, we first fill the minimum staffing for all 
tasks at each location in each time period. The order of as-
signment is in accordance with the values of r ^n and [ � “ . T o 
determine whether we execute a job or language assignment, we 
compare the weighted values of maXoitLi^i^t and mdiXf,i,t[),i,t. 
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Although the procedure for fulfilling minimum staffing mainly 
focuses on the feasibility of the solution, the employee selection 
criterion acts to improve the solution quality. When dealing 
with a task, we first identify the eligible workers, i.e., who are 
fully-skilled to perform the task, and are available in that time 
period (but have not been assigned in the adjacent time period, 
or have been assigned to the same location in adjacent time pe-
riod). After knowing who are the eligible workers, we choose the 
best candidate by considering the factors we mentioned before 
(factors 1 to 8). We give each factor a value: 1) If an employee 
has been assigned to the same location in the adjacent time pe-
riod, then the value of this factor is 1; otherwise, 0. This aims 
to reduce the total number of movements. 2) The percentage 
of operational tasks (languages) that he/she can be responsible 
for is the ratio of number of operational tasks (languages) that 
he/she can handle to the total number of operational tasks (lan-
guages) . T h i s allows us to know who are difficult to assign. 3) 
For operational task assignment, if he/she speaks the language 
fluently, the value of this factor is set to 1; otherwise, 0. It is 
reasonable to assign someone who also knows the language if 
there is a staffing shortage for language. 4) For language task 
assignment, the criticality of an operational task is r^i ,^ a ratio 
of the staffing demanding to the number of corresponding skilled 
workers who are available. A value of 1 is given to each worker 
who can be responsible for the task. Otherwise, a value of 0 is 
given. After calculating all the values of factors mentioned, a 
score, which is the weighted average of these factors, is given 
« 
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to each candidate and the best candidate is chosen. Then, the 
decision variables, availabilities, staffing shortfalls and shortfall 
to employee ratios are updated. 
After finishing the minimum staffing fulfillment procedure, 
the solution obtained so far is feasible but the quality of the so-
lution is not good enough since, in general, there are still short-
falls. The procedure for fulfilling target staffing aims to cover the 
remaining target staffing by the remaining eligible staff. Again, 
the ratios of target staffing to the number of eligible staff are 
calculated to determine the order of assignments and scores are 
given to the workers for different tasks. We also pick the worker 
with the criteria similar to those stated in the previous para-
graph, except that partial skills of workers are taken into ac-
count. This procedure stops when all the target staffing has 
been fulfilled or no more employees can be assigned to any of 
the tasks. 
Finally, we determine the values of the remaining decision 
variables that are not directly decided in the algorithm. They 
are move^^ idle[t, Zo^t and s / ’z� move^ is 1 if employee i is 
assigned to some task in time period t — 1 but is not assigned/ 
is assigned to different location in time period t + l. idlei,t is ob-
tained from constraint ( 2.15) stated in Section 2.3.6. Zo,i,t and 
Sf,i,t are the remaining staffing demands that are not covered by 
the assignment. After getting all the values of the decision vari-
ables, the objective function can be evaluated. Section 2.6 shows 
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that the objective values of solutions obtained by the constraint-
driven algorithm are quite close to the exact optimal values and 
the solution times are much shorter for large instances. There-
fore, we expect the constraint-driven algorithm can be adopted 
for real applications. 
t 
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2.5 Optimization Tool 
As airlines would like to automate the process of daily manpower 
allocation in the international terminal, an optimization tool has 
been developed to help schedule planners obtain the "best-fit" 
assignment. The software is in Microsoft Excel format and writ-
ten in VBA because Excel is user friendly, easy to use for data 
input and commonly used. Instead of using the built-in solver 
in Excel, we chose ILOG CPLEX11.2 as our Integer Program 
solver. The reason behind this is that the built-in solver in Excel 
may not be able to handle problems of the size that would arise 
in practice. Moreover, we observed that an optimal solution 
could be obtained quickly by CPLEX11.2 using a branch-and-
cut algorithm if the number of flight departures was not greater 
than 30. (See Section 2.6 for details.) However, if there are more 
than 30 flight departures a day, the constraint-driven heuristic 
we developed replaces the branch-and-cut algorithm in the so-
lution procedure. 
The optimization process takes those parameters such as flight 
schedules, employees' skills and availabilities as inputs. Sched-
ule planners have to put the data into the cells in the Excel file. 
If the number of flight departures is less than or equal to 30, 
a file listing the formulation in CPLEX LP format is printed 
out after the program starts. A pre-processing step is carried 
out at this stage to eliminate redundant constraints. CPLEX 
11.2 is then called to solve the problem. Those variables which 
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Figure 2.4: Flow of the optimization process 
have non-zero values are saved to produce the schedule after the 
problem is solved. If the number of flight departures is greater 
than 30, the program which implements the constraint-driven 
heuristic in the C programming language is called to solve the 
problem. The solutions are also recorded to produce a table of 
staff assignments. The output is a table showing the task as-
signment and the corresponding location for each employee in 
each time period. Figure 2.4 gives a flow chart of the steps im-
plemented by our optimization tool. A user's guide for using 
the optimization tool is attached in Appendix B. 
« 
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2.6 Computational Results 
After the first version of our manpower optimization tool was 
developed, we did several computational tests to check the mod-
els and the performance of our algorithms. The tests were done 
on an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 4 CPU 6700 • 2.66 GHz personal 
computer with 1.98GB of RAM. The tests aimed to investigate 
and compare the solution times for getting exact optimal solu-
tions for the Job x Language model and the Job + Language 
model, and to measure both the CPU times and quality of the 
solutions obtained by our heuristic. The results show that an 
exact optimal solution can be obtained in a very short time in 
instances of the size faced by UA at SFO and a good solution 
can be obtained by the constraint-driven approach in a relatively 
short time for large problems. 
2.6.1 Branch-and-Cut Algorithm 
A Branch-and-Cut method was adopted as our algorithm for 
solving the manpower schedulers' problems. A pre-solve process 
was carried out to eliminate the redundant constraints before 
the solving procedure. This was done by the optimization tool 
itself and CPLEX. For example, constraints ( 2.2) and ( 2.3) 
with demand 0 were removed from the formulation. (Remark: 
They are redundant because constraints ( 2.8) and ( 2.9) ensure 
that the right hand sides of constraints ( 2.2) and ( 2.3) are al-
ways greater than or equal to 0.) The number of constraints was 
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greatly reduced after this process. The transformed problem was 
then solved by CPLEX 11.2 using a branch-and-cut algorithm, 
until an integral optimal solution was obtained. If an optimal 
solution is not found by the cutoff time, then the best feasible 
solution found is returned. (In practice, if no feasible solution 
can be found before the cutoff time, the constraint-driven heuris-
tic replaces the algorithm. In all our test cases, we can find an 
optimal solution before the cutoff time.) The post-processing 
procedure records the decision variables with non-zero values in 
the optimal solution for the purpose of reporting the schedule 
in the prescribed format in Excel. 
We prepared a simple test case to illustrate the reduction in 
complexity of the problem from reformulating the Job x Lan-
guage model, i.e., the Job + Language Model. The test was con-
structed to examine real applications of manpower allocation for 
UA in the international terminal at SFO. This test problem had 
40 employees, 4 operations, 9 languages, 8 locations and 96 time 
periods. The problem size was set to the level the schedule plan-
ner typically had to manage on a daily basis. We downloaded the 
flight schedules on SFO's webpage on 13th January 2009. The 
number of UA flight departures on that day was 17. UA used 8 
different gates that day. Personal data such as operational and 
language skills were generated randomly. (We assume the per-
centages of workers who know how to handle the jobs of selling 
tickets, gate boarding, seat-reassignment and check-in are 30%, 
50%, 70% and 100% respectively. All the staff are regarded as 
« 
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partially-skilled workers if they do not have the skill, for each op-
erational task except selling tickets. Selling tickets should only 
be done by who have the skill. We also assume the percentages 
of workers who can speak English and other languages fluently 
are 100% and 20% respectively. The percentages of workers who 
can only handle simple conversations in English and other lan-
guages are 0% and 25% respectively.) 
The computational results are shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Comparison between Job x Language model and Job + Language 
in our test case. 
Total number Total number Solution time Total time 
of variables of constraints (seconds) (seconds) 
Job X Language 2,247,168 —2,301,376 . 157.54 245.32 一 
Job + Language 263,424 299,968 2.05 35.94 
Tests were run on the two models, the Job x Language model 
and the Job + Language model. Both models involved a large 
number of decision variables. Most of them were binary variables 
and the rest were non-negative integer valuables. The instance 
of the Job X Language model had approximately two millions 
decision variables and two millions constraints, which was much 
greater than those for the Job + Language model, which had 
around three hundred thousands variables and a similar num-
ber constraints, the reduction in the number of variables and 
constraints is due to the modification in the definition of tasks, 
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which was mentioned in Section 2.3. This reduction resulted in 
a substantial decrease in solution time. The time for solving 
in the Job x Language model was around 2.5 minutes, which 
is a reasonable time for scheduling in practice, but the time to 
produce an optimal solution in the Job + Language model was 
just 2 seconds, which is extremely fast even in comparison to 
some heuristics. The total time included all phases, including 
the time to print files and output schedules and pre-solve time. 
The whole optimization process for the Job x Language model 
and the Job + Language model finished in around 4 minutes 
and 35 seconds respectively. This speed of computation would 
be able to support schedule planners to produce a revised daily 
schedule in response to disruptions such as flight delays and em-
ployee absence. 
Although the above results show that we can obtain an ex-
act optimal solution in a short time using the branch-and-cut 
algorithm for the manpower allocation problem faced by UA at 
SFO, from a research point of view, it is interesting to investigate 
whether the solution time is still practicable if we increase the 
problem size. To test the branch-and-cut algorithm with larger 
instances, we downloaded the data for Cathay Pacific Airways 
flight departures at Hong Kong International Airport, which in-
cludes more than 100 international flight departures, including 
the flights to mainland China, everyday. The large number of 
flight departures increases not only the complexity of the prob-
lem, but also the problem size since more employees, languages 
« 
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and locations are involved. 
The Cathay Pacific example involved 140 flight departures on 
22nd October, 2009. In our tests, there were 4 operational tasks, 
16 languages and 78 locations. We set the number of employ-
ees in proportion to the number of flights since more employees 
would be needed if there were more flight departures. Again, 
personal data such as operational and language skills were gen-
erated randomly. (The assumptions were the same except we 
increased the proportion of workers who speak Chinese fluently 
from 20% to 40% since there was a relatively large number of 
flights to China.) We solved the same set of instances using 
both methods to make comparisons between the branch-and-
cut algorithm and the constraint-driven heuristic. We randomly 
chose a subset of flights from the set of 140 to produce our de-
parture schedules. There were seven subsets with 10, 20,, 30, 
40, 50, 60 and 70 flight departures; respectively, we discovered 
that the solution time using branch-and-cut algorithm increased 
exponentially with the size of the problem, as expected. 
Table 2.2 lists the problem sizes and their corresponding so-
lution times for the instances we constructed. Some instances 
were infeasible due to insufficient manpower to provide min-
imum staffing levels. For example, with the staffing require-
ments for each flight that we assumed, it is impossible to man-
age 70 flight departures a day given that only 40 employees are 
available. Prom the table, we have the following observations. 
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Table 2.2: Problem sizes of the datasets and their corresponding branch-and-
cut solution times 
Dataset Number of Number of Total number Total number Solution time 
workers flights of variables of constraints (seconds) 
1 40 10 ~~2,553,600 2,995,920"" 0.2 “ 
2 20 2.08 一 
3 ^ 10 ~~3,755,520 4,344,120~~ 0.7 — 
4 20 17.36 — 
5 30 190.47 -
6 40 1,852.7 -
7 m 10 ^4 ,957 ,440 5 ,692 ,320^ 0.94 — 
8 20 31.5 — 
9 30 221.91 — 
10 40 2,274.1 — 
11 50 4,552.7 — 
12 m 10 ““6,159,360 7,040,520~" 0.88 — 
13 20 45.39 -
14 30 227.73 — 
15 40 3,218.4 — 
16 50 6,658.4 — 
17 60 20,573 — 
18 70 51,112 一 
% 
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First, although the solution time increased as the problem size 
(number of workers) increased, the rate of increase was nearly 
a constant. Figure 2.5 plots a graph of solution time versus 
number of workers, where number of flight departures was fixed 
at 20. It showed that there was an affine relationship between 
these two dimensions. Second, the solution time increased ex-
ponentially as the number of flight departures increased. This 
is shown in Figure 2.6, where the number of workers was fixed 
at 100. Based on the two observations, it appears that the crit-
ical complicating factor for our problem is the number of flight 
departures, which has a major impact on the time consumed by 
our solution procedure. The reason behind this is that the total 
number of constraints in the formulation increases as the num-
ber of flight departures increases since more non-zeros appear 
on right hand sides of the constraints ( 2.11), ( 2.12), ( 2.13) 
and ( 2.14), and these constraints cannot be eliminated in our 
pre-solve procedure. To achieve a balance between the solution 
time and quality, we adopted the constraint-driven approach to 
solve the problems with a large number of flight departures. 
2.6.2 Constraint-Driven Approach 
We also ran a series of computational tests to measure the per-
formance, in terms of solution time and quality, of the constraint-
driven approach. We used the same set of data mentioned in 
the previous section to allow direct comparison of our computa-
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Figure 2.5: Solution times: Number of flight departures = 20 
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Figure 2.6: Solution times: Number of workers = 100 
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tional results. Computational results in Table 2.3 show that the 
constraint-driven approach is robust both in solution time and 
quality. 
Table 2.3: Solution times and objective values: Branch-and-Cut v.s. 
Constraint-driven Algorithm 
Data- No. of No. of B-&-C ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ B-&-C sol- C.D. sol- Optima-
set work- flights objective objective ution time ution time lity 
ers value value (seconds) (seconds) gap 
1 ~ ~ 4 0 ^ 10 ~ ~ m ~ ~ 325 ~ ~ 0.2 ~ 106 1.56% 
2 20 ~ m ~ ~ 713 — 2.08 — 106 3.63% 
3 ^ ^ ^ 10 ~ ~ 3 2 0 323~~" 0.7 107 0.94% 
4 20 ~ ~ m " ~ 664 — 17.36 ~ 107 3.75% 
5 30 ~ ~ m ~ 1011— 190.47— 107 5.31% 
6 40 ~ l 4 ^ I ^ n ~ ~ 1 8 5 2 . 7 ~ 108 6.02% — 
7 ~ ~ ^ " ~ 10 ~ " ~ m m ~ 0.94 108 0.63% — 
8 20 ~ ^ ~ 6 5 7 ~ ~ 31.5 ~ 108 2.66% 
9 30 ~ ~ m ~ ~ 1005~~ 221.91— 108 4.69% 
10 40 " ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 1 3 6 9 ~ 2274.1— 108 3.71% 
11 50 — ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 7 8 0 ~ 4552.7— 108 5.45% 
12 100 10 320 — 3 2 2 0.88 l 0 8 ~ ~ 0.639T" 
13 20 ~ ~ m ~ ~ 662 ~ ~ 45.39 — 108 3.44% 
14 30 ~ m ~ 1 0 0 5 ~ 227.73 ~ 108 4.69% 
15 40 1 2 ^ ~ " 1 3 1 0 ~ 3218.4— 108 3.64% 
16 50 — ~ l 5 5 2 ~ 1634~~ 6 6 5 8 . 4 ~ 108 5.28% 
17 60 ~~2004 ~ 2 m ~ ~ 2 0 5 7 3 ~ 108 5.14%_ 
18 I 70 2648 2765 5 1 1 1 2 ~ 108 4.42% 
Average 3 . 6 4 ^ 
Maximum 6.02% 
To overcome the exponential growth of the solution time of 
optimization problem increases when using branch-and-cut ap-
proach, we designed a constraint-driven approach such that the 
complexity of the algorithm is independent of the number of 
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flights. The solution time ranged from 106 seconds to 108 sec-
onds in our running tests. A majority of the time was spent on 
sorting the ratios of staffing demands of tasks to the correspond-
ing numbers of skilled workers who are available before enter-
ing minimum staffing fulfillment and target staffing fulfillment. 
Since the numbers of operational tasks, languages, locations and 
time periods were set to constants, the time of sorting was also 
nearly a constant. Although the number of iterations for mini-
mum staffing fulfillment and target staffing fulfillment increases 
as the numbers of workers and flight departures increase, this 
only adds relatively short computational time to the solution 
procedure. 
Apart from the stable solution time , the heuristic also pro-
vides more consistent optimality gaps. We define the optimal-
ity gap of the solution obtained by the constraint-driven ap-
— b y � . 刑 ^ 二 二 g a l value , • % . Note 
that this gap is always non-negative since the objective value of 
the solution obtained by the constraint-driven approach is al-
ways greater than or equal to the exact optimal value. Since 
the optimal solutions and the corresponding objective values 
obtained by branch-and-cut are exact, we can replace the exact 
optimal value in the above formula by the objective value ob-
tained by branch-and-cut. 
i.e.，Qptimality gap ^ � . - ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ - ^ � - , • % . 
The optimality gap measures the solution quality of a heuris-
% 
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tic. The lower the value of the optimality gap, the closer the 
constraint-driven algorithm objective value is to the optimal 
value. We observed from Table 2.3 that we got "good" solutions 
by the constraint-driven algorithm, where the average optimal-
ity gap was only 3.64% and none of them exceeded 7%. Another 
observation is that the heuristic performed quite well if the ratio 
of the number of workers to the number of flight departures was 
large. This ratio indicates the degree of flexibility in making 
assignments. More workers or fewer flight departures make the 
assignment simpler since a suitable worker can usually be found. 
This explains why the constraint-driven approach had excellent 
performance when the ratio was large. Although the algorithm 
performed particularly well for the loosely constrained problem, 
it also had good performance when we dealt with some tight 
problems. Figure 2.7 shows the optimality gap versus the num-
ber of flights when we fixed the number of workers at 100.-
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Number of workers = 100 
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Figure 2.7: Optimality gap: Number of workers = 100 
2.7 Conclusions and Future Work 
The works we have done so far can be summarized as follows. 
1. We modeled the airport ground staff scheduling problem 
with skill and language considerations. In Section 2.2, lit-
erature on personnel scheduling and rostering was reviewed. 
Much work has been done in the field of personnel schedul-
ing. Although our model is similar to models previously 
studied, we believe ours is one of the first to consider skills, 
skill levels, language requirements and multiple locations 
simultaneously. In Section 2.3, two models, the Job x Lan-
guage model and the Job + Language model, are proposed. 
2. Two algorithms, a branch-and-cut exact algorithm and a . 
constraint-driven approach, were designed and implemented 
to solve the mathematical formulations described in Sec-
« 
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tion 2.3. The branch-and-cut algorithm was applied to 
problems of relatively small size; for these problems, an 
exact optimal solution could be obtained quickly. The 
constraint-driven approach was applied to the larger prob-
lems and the solution times were also short and stable and 
the solution quality was good. The optimality gaps were 
quite small in the tests we ran. 
3. An optimization tool was developed to solve manpower 
scheduling problems at airports. Based on our preliminary 
computational results, it seems that this tool can be applied 
to solve problems of realistic size. 
Although satisfactory results were obtained, much research 
is needed in the future, as explained below. 
In our work, we define two different levels of skills and, lan-
guage proficiencies. If we consider adding levels of skills and 
language proficiencies, the number of parameters and decision 
variables will increase. However, if we would like to represent 
staff-ability levels more accurately, it would be better to repre-
sent the ability measure by a scale factor instead of a discrete 
number. This also makes the model harder to formulate. An 
interesting question is, what are the impacts on the model and 
solution procedure if we make such changes? 
Another possible research direction for extension of our model 
is to include the assignment of breaks in the set of decision vari-
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ables. In our work, we assume the time periods of breaks are 
given. If we would like to give schedule planners more flexibility 
on assignments, it would be desirable to not fix the breaks and 
determine them in our allocation model to optimize the man-
power. In this case, a constraint of giving breaks to the shifts 
of workers should be added to our mathematical formulation. 
However, this modification increases the numbers of variables 
and constraints, and consequently the complexity of the prob-
lem. Here, we have two questions. First, how can the model be 
well-formulated after we add the breaks? Second, can our solu-
tion algorithms still be applied? If not, is there any alternative 
way to tackle the problem? 
Finally, the current work focuses on the staff assignment 
phase in the standard approach to a manpower scheduling. The 
problem will be much harder if we also consider the shift schedul-
ing part, since more decisions such as start times and end times 
of workers have to be made. A two phase approach, where shift 
scheduling is done before staff assignment, is widely adopted in 
practical settings. However, the global optimality of the staff 
schedule cannot be guaranteed. If we try to solve both parts 
simultaneously, the problem size will grow tremendously. An 
open question is, can an efficient approach or algorithm be de-
veloped in order to tackle the above issues? 
% 
Chapter 3 
Staff Scheduling in Emergency 
Departments 
3.1 Background 
Staff scheduling plays an important role in emergency rooms at 
hospitals. Ineffective manpower management can lead to bad 
consequences, for example, long waiting times for patients or 
even death of critical patients. In the staff scheduling problem 
faced by emergency units, it is complicated by the fact that the 
arrivals of patients and the times for consultations and receiving 
treatments are not deterministic. For this reason, it is difficult 
to determine the optimal manpower allocation. In recent years, 
simulation has been widely used to analyze patient flows in emer-
gency departments because it captures the randomness in real 
situations and can tackle complicated problems which cannot be 
solved analytically. 
In this work, we aim to achieve the following goals. 
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1. Measure and analyze the current patient flows through an 
emergency department, in order to determine where the 
bottlenecks might be. 
2. Develop simulation models to represent the patient flows 
and processes of an emergency department. 
3. By using the simulation model, evaluate possible changes 
in the doctors' schedule that might improve the patients' 
experience in an emergency department. 
In order that the conclusions of our study address practi-
cal situations, our simulation models are based on the situation 
at the Emergency Department of the Prince of Wales Hospital 
(PWH) in Hong Kong. 
The Prince of Wales Hospital (PWH) in Hong Kong is a gen-
eral hospital and teaching hospital of the Medical Faculty of 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. It is equipped with 1,200 
beds, has a total workforce of around 3,500 and is serving around 
1.5 million people in the Eastern New Territories in Hong Kong. 
The Emergency Department at PWH provides 24-hour Accident 
and Emergency (A k E) services handling around 400 cases per 
day normally. In order to provide medical service for urgent pa-
tients, the Emergency Department must operate at a very high 
level of efficiency and quality. 
% 
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Like the the situation faced by many emergency units in the 
other hospitals, it is hard for the Emergency Department at 
PWH to provide a good quality of service (paying required at-
tention to each patient) but at the same time to improve the pa-
tients' experience (shortening the patient waiting time), subject 
to limited resources. One way to achieve the goal is to make sure 
that valuable resources such as doctors' time are well-utilized. 
The following is the situation faced by the Emergency De-
partment at PWH. 
3.1.1 Patient Flows 
In the Emergency Department at PWH, patients are assessed by 
a triage nurse and categorized into 5 groups (levels of urgency), 
Category 1 (critical), 2 (emergency), 3 (urgent), 4 (standard) 
and 5 (non-urgent). They are then directed to a treatment area 
and follow specific procedures according to their categories. 
1. Patients from Categories 1 and 2 
They are the most severely-ill patients. Mostly, they are 
brought by ambulance to the hospital. Since they are in a 
critical situation, the first aiders on the ambulance can rec-
ognize them as patients from Categories 1 and 2. Therefore, 
they can be directed immediately from the ambulance load-
ing and unloading area to trauma k resuscitation rooms. 
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A doctor will give them treatment in a very short time. 
Live patients are admitted to the main wards, intensive 
care unit or operating theaters of the hospital after having 
treatments in the Emergency Department. 
2. Patients from Categories 3，4 and 5 - walking 
These patients enter the A k E facility via the main en-
trance of the Emergency Department. Since they are mo-
bile, they are termed "walking" patients. First, they regis-
ter at the main entrance and then go to the triage counter. 
After triage, they have to wait in the waiting area until be-
ing called to see a doctor in a consultation room. Patients 
from Category 3 will have a higher priority over patients 
from Categories 4 and 5 at this stage. They have priority 
to be put in the front of the queue for consultation. Fi-
nally, after being seen by a doctor, they may have extra 
treatments such as X-rays and blood tests, or they can be 
discharged. 
3. Patients from Categories 3，4 and 5 - non-walking 
Mostly, they are brought by ambulance to the hospital. 
They are termed "non-walking" because they are often in 
wheelchair or a roller-bed. They do not have to register at 
the main entrance as the first aider can help. Therefore, 
they are directed to the triage counter immediately. After 
triage, they have to wait in the waiting area until being 
called to see a doctor in a cubicle. Again, patients from 
Category 3 will have a higher priority over patients from 
• 
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Categories 4 and 5 at this stage. They have priority to be 
put in the front of the queue for consultation. After being 
seen by a doctor, they may have extra treatments such as 
X-rays and blood tests, or they can be discharged. 
3.1.2 Doctor Duties 
Doctors in the Emergency Department are assigned a role and 
an area of responsibility during a shift (8 hours a day, including 
meal time and tea breaks). There are three major locations for 
patients to have medical treatments: consultation rooms, cubi-
cles and trauma k resuscitation rooms. On the doctors' sched-
ule, it states clearly the particular location to which a doctor is 
assigned and the corresponding shift, including time periods for 
meal (1 hour) and tea break (20 minutes). Doctors are mainly 
assigned to be on duty at consultation rooms or cubicles. Nor-
mally, there are one senior doctor and one or two junior doctors 
on duty in each locale. No one is preassigned on the schedule 
to be on duty at the trauma & resuscitation rooms since the 
the proportion of most severely-ill patients (Categories 1 and 2 
patients) is small. In case a severely-ill patient is brought to a 
trauma & resuscitation room, normally, a senior doctor and a 
junior doctor, who are assigned to have duties in consultation 
rooms, will come and give immediate care. In the daily opera-
tions, doctors play the most important role in the department 
since patients cannot receive any treatment without a doctor. 
Moreover, nurses and other resources are always almost suffi-
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cient in the sense that the ratios of nurses to doctors and re-
sources to doctors are relatively large. 
3.2 Simulation Model 
We have built a simulation model of the Emergency Department 
at PWH. Although our model is based on the situation faced by 
the Emergency Department at PWH, it is still applicable to 
other emergency units since their daily operations are gener-
ally the same. To test and measure the performance of emer-
gency units, simulation is adopted as our method to analyze 
each "what-if" scenario, and to examine the effects of having 
different doctors' schedules and resource allocation strategies. 
The events in each scenario are simulated using the "Event-
Scheduling" technique. We run simulations for different param-
eters, record queuing metrics, which are also indicators of the 
efficiency of emergency units, such as waiting times in queues, 
and conduct statistical tests. Much research, for example [2 
and [21], in the field of health-care management applies simula-
tion to evaluate staffing schedules because it can model proba-
bilistic outcomes. In this section, we discuss our modeling and 
simulation techniques, and statistical methods for analysis. 
t 
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3.2.1 Assumptions 
In our queueing simulation, based on the real situation faced 
by the Emergency Department at PWH and polices they have 
adopted, we make the following assumptions. 
1. Patients from Categories 1 and 2 always have the highest 
priority to receive treatment. Patients from Category 3 
have higher priority over those who are from Categories 4 
and 5. 
2. Since patients from Categories 1 and 2 are the same in 
the sense that they follow the same procedure after being 
brought to the Emergency Department, we combine them 
in to a single category for statistical analysis. Similarly, 
we also combine patients from Categories 4 and 5. The 
reason for this is the numbers of patients from Categories 
1, 2 and 5 are not large enough to analyze. It is better to 
group those who follow the same procedure into the same 
category. 
3. If the patients are from the same category, then they are 
treated on a first-come, first-served basis. 
4. Walking time between locations within the A k E area for 
patients is neglected since it is usually less than a minute. 
5. Nurses, equipments and other resources are assumed to be 
sufficient as we assume that doctors are the bottlenecks in 
the Emergency Department. 
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6. Patients will leave immediately after having consultations 
with a doctor or treatments. Extra services such as X-rays 
and blood tests are not included in our queueing model. 
In practice, patients may need to receive extra treatments 
after having consultation and may need to return and see 
the same doctor but the doctor can see other patients in 
between. In our preliminary model, we do not consider 
these services. 
3 • 2.2 Event-Scheduling 
In our work, we adopt an event-scheduling approach to simulate 
the patient flows in the Emergency Department. To discuss the 
general idea of this approach, we first introduce the following 
concepts, used in discrete-event simulation. 
System A collection of objects that interact together over time 
according to some predefined rules (e.g., patients, doctors 
and consultation rooms). 
Model An abstract description of a system that involves some 
logical and mathematical representation associated with 
the objects in the system (e.g., arrival process and service 
activities). 
System State A collection of variables in the model to keep 
track of some important information and do computations. . 
(e.g., number of patients in a waiting line and availability 
of a doctor). 
% 
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Entity An object in a system that requires explicit representa-
tion (e.g., patients and doctors). 
Attribute The characteristic or property of an entity (e.g., cat-
egory of a patient). 
Event An incident that changes the state of a system (e.g. pa-
tient arrival, service completion). 
Future Event List (FEL) A list of events, ordered by time of 
occurrence. 
Activity A duration of an event counting from the time it starts 
to the time it ends (e.g. triage time and consultation time). 
Simulation Clock A variable to keep track of the time of the 
event being executed. 
For discrete-event simulation, the state of a system cha.nges 
only when an event occurs. Thus, we only consider the dis-
crete points in time for which an event has been "designated to 
happen". To do so, in event-scheduling, we make use of the sim-
ulation clock and future event list (FEL). We skip time which 
does not have an event and advance the simulation clock to 
the time when the next imminent event occurs. To guarantee 
we execute all events properly, we place all the events gener-
ated on the FEL according to the correct chronological order 
of time. In the following, we provide a concise description of 
event-scheduling approach. (Detailed descriptions of the gen-
eral approach for event-scheduling can be found on p. 67-86 
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in [4], p. 38-44 in [11] and p. 37-52 in [13]). 
At the beginning, we set the simulation clock to 0 and initial-
ize the state. We generate initial events and the corresponding 
"times of occurrence". The events are placed on the FEL ac-
cording to chronological order. Then we check the FEL to see 
which is the next imminent event, the one with the smallest 
value of "time of occurrence". We advance the simulation clock 
to the “time of occurrence" of this event and remove it from the 
FEL. We execute the event and change the state of the model 
according to the current system state and the entities and the 
corresponding attributes involved in this event. After the state 
is updated, we generate the future event(s) corresponded to the 
current event according to the updated state, the entities and 
the corresponding attributes and the activity. We put the future 
event(s) on the FEL possibly interspersed with events already 
on the FEL, so that all events on the FEL are according to 
chronological order. If the imminent event(s) occurs immedi-
ately, we execute this event and repeat the execution procedure. 
Otherwise, advance the simulation clock to the "time of occur-
rence" of the next imminent event. This process repeats until 
the simulation clock reaches the termination time. The flow is 
summarized as follows. 
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Event-Scheduling 
Step 1 Initialization: 
Set the simulation clock to 0 and initialize the 
state. 
Generate the initial events and the corresponding 
start times. The events are scheduled on the FEL 
according to their chronological orders. =^ Step2. 
Step 2 Simulation Clock: 
Advance the simulation clock to the time of the 
next imminent event on the FEL. Remove this 
event from the FEL. =^ Step3. 
Step 3 Execution: 
Execute the event, change the state of 
the model and then generate the corresponding 
future event(s). Place the future event(s) on 
the FEL according to chronological order. 
If the next imminent event(s) occurs immediately, 
玲 Step3. 
If the time of the next imminent event is greater 
than the termination time, 4 Step4. 
Otherwise, =^ Step2. 
Step 4 Summary and Report: 
Perform statistical analysis. 
The followings are the events involved in our simulation model. 
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1. Arrival 
A patient arrives at the main entrance/ ambulance loading 
and unloading area. We generate interarrival time for the 
next patient from the same category and place the next 
arrival on the FEL. A Category 1 or 2 patient starts re-
ceiving treatment immediately (i.e., execute the "start of 
trauma k resuscitation" service event) if a trauma & re-
suscitation room is free. If no room is free, the patient is 
placed at the end of the queue for trauma & resuscitation. 
A walking patient from Category 3, 4 or 5 starts registra-
tion immediately (i.e., execute the "start of registration" 
service event) if the registration counter is free. Otherwise, 
we place the patient at the end of the queue for registra-
tion. A non-walking patient from Category 3, 4 or 5 starts 
triage immediately (i.e., execute the "start of triage" ser-
vice event) if the triage area is free. Otherwise, we place 
the patient at the end of the queue for triage. 
2. Start of Service 
A patient starts receiving treatment or service, which may 
include registration, triage, consultation in consultation room 
or cubicle, and treatment in trauma & resuscitation room. 
If the queue length is nonzero, we remove the patient at the 
front of the queue and decrease the queue length by one. 
The venue and doctor (if needed) become busy. Then we 
generate the duration according to the distribution of its • 
service time. The corresponding "end of service" event is 
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placed on the FEL. 
3. End of Service 
A service ends. The patient who has just finished hav-
ing the service will go on to a subsequent service in the 
next stage, denoted by secondary service, or leave the sys-
tem. For example, if the "service" just ended is triage, 
then the patient moves on to a "treatment" service. On 
the other hand, if the "service" is consultation or treatment 
in a trauma & resuscitation room, then the patient leaves 
the system. If the venue and doctor of the secondary ser-
vice (if needed) are free, then this patient can start having 
service immediately (i.e., execute the corresponding "start 
of service" event). Otherwise, he or she is placed at the 
end of the queue. We place a Category 3 patient in front 
of patients from Categories 4 and 5. For the service event 
just completed, we check the availability schedule of the 
doctor (if needed). If the doctor is off duty at the current 
simulation time, then he or she is out of service and we 
place the next "start of duty" event corresponding to his 
availability on the FEL. Otherwise, we check whether there 
are patients in the queue. If there are, then we execute the 
“start of service" event for the appropriate service the doc-
tor is offering to the next patient in queue. Otherwise, we 
free the venue and doctor (if needed). 
4. Start of Duty 
A doctor starts his or her duty. We place the correspond-
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ing next "end of duty" event on the FEL. The doctor is 
assigned for a service. If there is a patient in the queue for 
the service, execute the corresponding "start of service". 
Otherwise, the doctor is idle. 
5. End of Duty 
A doctor ends his or her duty. If the doctor is busy, then 
place the corresponding "end of duty" event on the FEL 
and the corresponding time is the end time of the service. 
Otherwise, he or she is out of service and we place the 
corresponding next "start of duty" event on the FEL. 
3.2.3 Arrival Events 
From the data provided by the Emergency Department at PWH, 
by plotting histograms of the interarrival times of each cate-
gory of patients, the interarrival time of each category is ob-
served to follow an exponential distribution. This observation 
is consistent with the results stated in the literature. We also 
observe that the arrival rates of different categories are hetero-
geneous. This phenomenon is quite common in other hospitals 
around the world. From the Emergency Department at PWH, 
the numbers of Categories 1, 2 and 5 patients are relatively low 
whereas the vast majority of the patients are from Categories 
3 and 4. Another interesting finding from the data is that the 
arrival rates vary over time. (See Section 3.4 for details.) The 
time-varying arrival rates are also quite common in other real 
situations. The above two characteristics suggest to us to model 
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the arrival events by category and by time of day. 
To simulate an arrival time for a patient, we generate an in-
terarrival time, which follows an exponential distribution with 
arrival rate A. This A is the reciprocal of the mean of interar-
rival times in the time period of the previous arrival from the 
patient's category. Then we add this interarrival time to the 
previous arrival's time to get the next arrival time. We repeat 
the process until the arrival time of a patient exceeds the termi-
nation time. Doing in this way, we can model the time-varying 
arrivals of patients in different categories. We assume that an 
interarrival time in each time period of each category also fol-
lows an exponential distribution. Based on the actual arrival 
data of PWH, as shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10，3.11 and 3.12 of 
Section 3.4, this assumption is justified. 
Remark 1: If X � E o c p ( ^ X ) , the probability density function 
is 
y(z) 二 I Ae-AT, a: > 0’ 
0, otherwise. 
and the mean E{X) and variance Var{X) are • and 去 respec-
tively. 
Let X � t be the arrival rate of category k at time t. Let A^ be 
Tv 
the arrival time of the n-th patient from category k. If A^ 二 t, 
let lJl,t be the interarrival time between the n-th patient and the 
(n+l)- th patient from Category k. The time of the next arrival 
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from the same category is lg,t from t. As we observed the time 
between successive arrivals follows an exponential distribution, 
the arrival times of each category can be modeled by the follow-
ing procedure. 
A^+i = A^ + /M^'", where A j �Ea:p()^W) and 1 ? � £ * z p ( A � ” . 
Whenever we generate an interarrival time, we use the arrival 
rate that was in effect when the previous arrival occurred. This 
allows us to incorporate the effects of the nonstationary arrival 
rates. 
To generate the random variables A^ and /#’％ by inverse 
method, we have /^ >^  = -^ /n ( i ?^ ' ^ ) , where R�t � U n i f o r m [ Q , 1). 
3.2.4 Service Activities 
In this section, the service activities refer to the operations such 
as registration(reg), triage(tri), consultation(con), treatments 
in cubicles(cub), and trauma & resuscitation rooms(tra). We 
would like to model their durations since these service times 
have a great impact on the queueing system of patients. For 
each service activity, it has its own distribution of duration, de-
pending on its nature and varying from hospital to hospital. To 
accommodate the variety of distributions service times may fol-
low, we use a Weibull distribution for service times, which can . 
easily fit many continuous functions on the positive real line. 
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Weibull Distribution 
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Figure 3.1: Weibull distribution with different values of |3. 
(See Figure 3.1 for a Weibull distribution with different values 
of |3.) For each type of service, we choose appropriate param-
eters a and (3 for the Weibull distribution. In our setting, we 
assume the service rates, hence a and |5, are constant for all 
time periods for a given type of service. 
Remark 2: If X � W e i b u l l ( a , P ) , the probability density 
function is 
；(,)^ { ^ ) H e - ( A - > 0, 
0， otherwise. 
and the mean E{X), variance Var{X) and skewness are a r ( l + 
*), a 2 r ( l + | ) - [ ^ X ) ] 2 and _ + l ) — 3 = y ^ - _ 3 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Let 5^ be the service time of operation i for the n-th service. 
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We assumer S^ �Weibul l (a%j3i) . Note that the Weibull distri-
bution reduces to the Exponential distribution if /3 = 1. 
To generate the random variable S^ by inverse method, we 
have 
^ = a'[-ln(R''^)]^, where R''^ � U n i f o r m ( Q , 1). 
3.2.5 Paperwork-Processing 
When a patient moves from triage to a consultation room or a 
cubicle, in general, some paperwork must be processed. This 
includes data entry, getting documents or previous records of 
the patient and file transfer from the nurse counter to consulta-
tion rooms or cubicles. These kinds of jobs are usually done by 
nurses when patients are in the waiting area after triage. Dur-
ing the peak hours of the Emergency Department, this process 
does not affect waiting times because the doctors are usually 
busy and the paperwork can be completed while the patient is 
waiting. However, if the doctor is free when the patient has left 
triage, this process adds extra delay for the patient since he or 
she cannot consult the doctor immediately even if the consulta-
tion room or cubicle is free. Similar to the situation mentioned 
in Section 3.2.4，this paperwork-processing time may vary from 
hospital to hospital; therefore, a Weibull distribution is again 
adopted as the probability density function of the paperwork- . 
processing time. 
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The paperwork for consultation room and cubicle are not 
the same operationally and they are done by different groups of 
nurses. Thus, we use two different random variables to model 
them. Let P^J" and P = b ^e the paperwork-processing times 
spent for the n-th patient from category A:assigned to consulta-
tion room and cubicle respectively. We assume P^ � W e i h u l l { a \ (5'). 
Let Cf be the time that the /-th patient who is directed to 
doctor d starts having consultation, and Tri^ be the time that 
the n-th patient from category k leaves triage. Let D�k,n) de-
note the index of doctor to whom this patient is directed, and 
let D^{k,n) denote the patient's corresponding position in the 
service sequence of the doctor. For example, if the n-th patient 
from category k leaves triage to be the l-th patient treated by 
doctor d, then D�k,n) =： d and D^{k,n) = L .. 
Then C ^ : 1 = mcu:{TrikjP=,。閱：：丨—！ + 躍(、〜} for 
consultation room, and ^ ¾ ¾ ) = max{Tri'^^P^^^\ C ^ _ , + 
SS^^n)-i} for cubicle. 
3.2.6 Impact of Doctors' Schedules 
The best way to provide good quality of service and improve pa-
tients' experience is to have sufficient number of doctors work-
ing in the emergency room. However, in real-life, the number of 
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doctors is often limited due to budget and staffing reasons. Con-
sequently, it is extremely important to best utilize the doctors' 
time. A goal of our project is to use simulations to evaluate the 
impact on service due to different doctor-staffing schedules. We 
try different combinations of the time shifts (8 hours for one day 
shift), including start time and end time of a shift, meal breaks 
and tea breaks to see how the performance of the A & E depart-
ment changes. One useful measure to indicate the efficiency of 
a queuing system is the average waiting time of patients. The 
lower the value, the higher is the level of customer service. Since 
most Categories 1 and 2 patients do not have to wait for treat-
ment, we only measure the waiting times of the patients from 
Categories 3 and 4 (target patients). Patients from Category 5 
are not our target patients since they are non-urgent and basi-
cally do not need immediate care. The waiting time measured 
in the model is the time between leaving triage and entering the 
consultation room/ cubicle. In our simulation study, we seek the 
best doctors' schedule, which is the one with the lowest average 
waiting time of our target patients. In addition, we can also in-
crease or decrease the number of doctors and analyze the impact. 
« 
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3.3 Parameter Estimation 
3.3.1 Data Scarcity 
To build an accurate simulation of the Emergency Department, 
we need the parameters for our model. Ideally, these parameters 
can be obtained from historical data. However, data from the 
Emergency Department at PWH on patient movements were in-
complete and parameters had to be estimated. 
The available data included the time stamps when patients 
entered the consultation rooms or cubicles in the Emergency 
Department. Unfortunately, the time stamps when patients left 
the rooms were not recorded so the service times cannot be 
calculated. In this section, we present a method of obtaining 
a good estimate for a set of parameters required for our simu-
lations and discuss the challenges of such parameter estimations. 
3.3.2 Estimation of Service Time Distributions 
To overcome the problem stated in Section 3.3.1, we make use of 
the available data we have (e.g., the times in between patients 
entering two different rooms, such as from triage to a consul-
tation room and from triage to a cubicle), to estimate the pa-
rameters a and /3. These time differences consist of the service 
time in triage and the waiting time before entering treatment. 
Suppose we simulate with a "guesstimate" for the parameters, 
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the patterns of the time differences of the operations can be ob-
served in each simulation. Since the parameters interact with 
each other to influence these time differences, we need to try a 
whole set of parameters for a single simulation. We use a sin-
gle simulation replication with a time horizon of a whole month 
(31 days). (This is similar to running 31 replications with one-
day horizons, but with non-empty starting conditions.) If the 
patterns of the time differences are consistent with the ones of 
actual data, it is likely that we used good estimates of the pa-
rameters of service times for our simulation. By trying different 
values of a^ and l3\ we choose the set for which the simulated 
result is consistent with the actual data. 
To automate the procedure to search for the parameters, we 
use a function to measure the consistency between the simulated 
results and actual data. Since we assume patients from Cate-
gories 1 and 2 can receive immediate treatment, they have no 
triage time and no waiting time to receive treatment, so these 
categories are not considered in our consistency measure. 
Let a and |3 be two vectors consisting of all the parameters 
a^ and /? and aj5 be a vector formed by appending /3 to a, 
/ ^ \ 
i.e., a/3 = . Let x^'^ and x^p be the actual time and the 
\ ^ / 
simulated time with parameters a/3 from triage to a consulta-
tion room or a cubicle for the n-th patient from Category k 
respectively, where k + 1, 2. ( Remark: As stated in Section 
« 
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3.1.1, each patient enters either a consultation room or a cubi-
cle, depending on whether he or she is a walking or non-walking 
patient.) Let p^ (/i^^ respectively) and a^ {cr^ ^ respectively) 
be the average and the standard deviation of these 无、"{x^^ 
respectively), i.e., JI^  = 巧 广 ijJL% = 巧 产 respectively) 
and 万^ = j 5 ^ ( . ^ , 二 J ^ 5 Z r e s p e c t i v e l y ) , . 
k , 
where N (7V& respectively) is the actual (simulated respec-
tively) number of patients in Category k. Let p � j {p^j respec-
tively) be the actual (simulated respectively) proportion of pa-
知j 
tients' waiting time that lie in time interval j , i.e., p � j 二 ^ , 
where N^' = |{x^'" ： ( j _ l)r' < 於-< j r ^ ) | {p'J =寒， 
where N'J = |{o:^ : {j - 1)— < x^" < jr'}\ respectively) and 
— b e the length of each class interval in the histogram of the 
time from leaving triage to arriving at a consultation room or 
cubicle for Category k. ( Remark: As stated in Section 3.2.1, 
we put Category 5 patients into Category 4.) 
We define the following function to measure the consistency 
between the actual data and the simulated result. 
M = , ^ t ^ J ^ w i ^ ^ 
k=3 2 “ k=4 2 cr^ 
4 1 Jk . 29¾ 一 ^Kj 
+ ( l - V - 7 2 ) E * S > ^ / (3.1) 
fc=3 2 j=i 产 
where 0 < ^ \ ^ ^ , a ^ < 1 and E/=i a^ = 1，where J^ is the 
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number of intervals in the histogram for Category k, k = 3,4. 
The function c{xap,x) is a linear combination of the absolute 
values of the relative errors of the mean, standard deviation and 
the proportions of classes in the histogram for each category of 
patients. The lower the value, the higher is the consistency be-
tween the data and the simulated result. We try different values 
of a and ^ and retain the set of parameters with the smallest 
value of the consistency function c{xa|3^x). 
3.3.3 Search Procedure for Parameter Estimation 
As the parameters a and |3 are real-valued, it is impossible for us 
to try all of their possible values since there are infinitely many 
combinations. Instead, we try different values of the parameters 
by adding (subtracting) an increment to (from) the parameters. 
The increments for the parameters should be small enough to 
make the chosen values of parameters significant, but at the 
same time not too small to make our search procedure ineffi-
cient. Even if we have discretized the parameters, there are still 
infinitely many different possible combinations of the parame-
ters. In fact, even if we take only 3 values of each parameter, 
there are still 3^ ^ (¾ 5 x 10^) possible settings of parameters 
in total. Moreover, if we restrict ourselves to try only a finite 
number of values of each parameter, some possible values will . 
never be tested since the domain of the parameters is along the 
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whole positive real axis. For this reason, we adopt two search 
methods which are widely used in the field of Optimization: De-
scent Method and Simulated Annealing. 
3.3.4 Parameter Estimation by Descent Method 
The general idea of the descent method is very simple. Once 
there is an improvement along the search direction, then we 
keep moving in this direction until no improvement can be made. 
When the improvement stops, try to find out another direction 
that leads to improvement and start moving again. The proce-
dure stops when the search stays at a point which has no further 
improvement. In our problem, a search direction corresponds to 
increasing or decreasing the value of a single parameter. If we 
find that an increase (or decrease) in the value of the parameter 
reduces the objective value c{xa|3,x), then we keep increasing (or 
decreasing) the value until there is no improvement. When this 
occurs, we try to adjust other parameters and repeat the above 
procedure. We stop when we achieve no further improvement 
by changing any one of the parameter values. 
The procedure can be summarized as follows. 
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Descent Method 
Step 1 Initialization: 
/ \ 
a|3 = and iter 二 1. 
U o j 
A ( a � ” =increment or decrement of the i-th. 
component of vector aP at each iteration. 
Simulate a scenario with parameters a|3 and 
evaluate the corresponding value of the 
consistency function c{xap^x). 
=> Step2. 
Step 2 Choosing Direction: 
Randomly choose d. 
If a/5^ - A(a/3^) < 0, then direction = up. 
Else direction = down. 
=> Step3. 
Step 3 Generation of Neighborhood: 
~ d 
If direction = up, then a|3 
= a/3^ + A(a/?^). 
Else a Y = a/3^ - A(a/3^). 
The remaining parameters remain at the 
original values. 
� i 
i.e., a|3 = a|3^i • d. 
iter = iter + 1. 
=> Stepi. 
« 
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Step 4 Comparison: 
If iter = max.iter, then terminate the procedure. 
Else if c{xap,x) - c{x^-^,x) > 0, then 
keep d and direction. 
a|3 = a|3.=^ Step3. 
Else if direction = up, keep d and direction 
=down. => Step3. 
Else ^ Step2. 
By the descent method, we can obtain a "good" optimal so-
lution quickly since we do not try any direction which produce 
a worse solution such that we can save search time. However, 
one well-known limitation of this searching method is that the 
solution can become trapped at a local optimal point since a 
descent procedure will not move away from a local optima and 
global optimality is in general not guaranteed. Thus, we con-
sider another heuristic to address the above issue. 
3.3.5 Parameter Estimation by Simulated Annealing 
Simulated annealing is a probabilistic metaheuristic widely-adopted 
for global optimization problems, especially in the field of com-
binatorial optimization. This algorithm is designed to avoid 
the problem that the search process becomes trapped at a lo-
cal optima. The general idea of this algorithm is that first we 
generate a neighboring point of the current solution. If there 
is an improvement when moving from the current point to the 
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neighbor point, we always move to the neighbor point. However, 
if the move would worsen the objective value, the move is ac-
cepted with some probability, where it depends on the increase 
in the objective function and the current number of iterations. 
A temperature, T, is used to associate the acceptance chance of 
a worse move with the number of iterations. 
Simulated Annealing 
Step 1 Initialization: 
�( o ^ A 
a|3= > 0, T - To > 0 and iter - 1. 
\ A) / 
A(a/3^) = increment or decrement of the z-th 
component of vector a|3 at each iteration. 
Simulate a scenario with parameters a and P 
and evaluate the corresponding value of the 
consistency function c(xap,x). 
=^ Step2. 
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Step 2 Choosing Direction: 
Randomly choose d. 
If a|3^ — A{a|3^) < 0, then direction = up. 
Else randomly assign direction = up or 
direction = down. 
=> Step3. 
Step 3 Generation of Neighborhood: 
If direction =： up, then ap^ = a|3^ + A{a|3^). 
Else o " / = ap^ - A(a^^). 
The remaining parameters remain at the 
original values. 
i.e.,aP^ = a^\i + d. 
T 二 rT, where 0 < r < 1, and iter = iter + 1. 
=^ StepA. 
Step 4 Comparison: 
^ _ c{xg0,x)-c{x^-g,x) 
— C(xa0,x) . 
If iter = max.iter, then terminate the 
procedure. 
Else if R < e+, where R �Uniform(fi, 1), 
then a/3 = aj3. ^ Step2. 
Else go to Step 2. 
Note that the acceptance criterion can also ensure that all 
improved moves are accepted since e^ > 1 as 6 > 0. For non-
improving moves, there are still acceptance chances, depending 
on the relative solution quality and the temperature T. The 
temperature T acts to control the search process. At the be-
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ginning of the search procedure, T is assigned a larger value 
so that more moves can be accepted. However, as the number 
of iterations increases, T becomes smaller and smaller, so non-
improving moves have a lower chance of being accepted and the 
algorithm tends to resemble the descent method. When the al-
gorithm terminated, we can also save the final solution as an 
initial solution to restart the procedure again. 
A good initial guess of the parameters aj5 can lead to a good 
solution using the above two methods. Therefore, we can always 
start with some realistic values in a practical situation. In our 
problem, the starting parameters are obtained from the experi-
ence of the operations manager in the Emergency Department 
at PWH. 
• 
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3.4 Data Analysis and Simulated Results 
To validate the queueing model and the methodology described 
in Section 3.2, we compare the simulated results and the real 
data to see whether they are consistent. The data provided 
by the Emergency Department at PWH were collected in De-
cember 2009. The data consisted of the triage category, arrival 
date and time, triage start time, consultation start time and 
departure time of each patient. Moreover, the Emergency De-
partment also provided us the actual staffing levels and schedule. 
The time stamps were recorded when patients entered partic-
ular rooms (consultation rooms, cubicles or trauma k resuscita-
tion rooms) or started services (registration and triage). There-
fore, from the records of arrival times to registration and triage, 
it is easy to obtain the interarrival times for patients of the same 
category by finding the differences between the successive ar-
rivals. This also helps us estimate the actual arrival rates of the 
patients in different time slots in each category. However, the 
times that patients left the room or finished the service were not 
recorded. Thus, the service times of processes are unknown, and 
hence their distributions and parameters. To make use of the 
available data, we calculated the net times between the services: 
from triage to consultation/cubicle (for patients from Categories 
3, 4 and 5) and from arrival to trauma k resuscitation room (for 
patients from Categories 1 and 2). These net times consist of 
two parts: waiting time and the service time in the previous 
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stage. 
We developed a program, which was written in EXCEL VBA 
of Microsoft Office 2003, to simulate the patient flows in the 
Emergency Department at PWH. The simulation tests were run 
on a personal computer with Inter(R) Core(TM)2 CPU 6700, 
2.66 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. For each set of parameters, we 
simulated a whole month of patient flows and performed a se-
ries of tests for statistical analysis. The simulated results on the 
first day were omitted such that we only measured the flows after 
the simulation reached steady state. It took around 5 seconds 
for the computer to simulate a whole month of patient flows. 
In our simulation, we assume the arrival procedure is the 
same for each day. For Categories 1 and 2 patients, as they 
visit emergency room due to serious accidents, it is reasonable 
to consider that the arrival processes are independent of day-
of-week. To see whether more patients came on some days in a 
week, we plotted the histograms of average daily arrivals, with 
respect to different days in a week and whether it is a working 
day or a public holiday. (See Figures 3.2 and 3.3.) In the fig-
ures, we observe that the average daily arrivals for Categories 3 
and 4 patients were quite even so that we believe the arrivals of 
these patients are independent of day-of-week. For Category 5 
patients, it was likely that more patients came on working days. . 
However, as the number of patients from this category was small, 
« 
it is better to assume the arrivals of them are the same on each 
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day for obtaining more accurate arrival rate in each time period. 
Although we assume the arrival process is the same on each day, 
our model can still be applied to day-dependent arrival process 
by adjusting the arrival rates stated in Section 3.2.3. (Remark: 
In some countries or cities, it is quite common to observe day-
dependent arrivals.) 
In December 2009, 12882 patients visited the Emergency De-
partment at PWH. They were mainly from Categories 3 and 4 
(95.26 % in total). In our simulation, there were 12548 patients 
and most of them (95.24 % in total) were also from Categories 
3 and 4. Figure 3.4 shows that the proportions of patients ob-
served in the simulation in each category were quite close to the 
actual data. 
From the actual data, we observed that the interarrival. time 
in each category followed an exponential distribution, where the 
arrival rates varied from time period to time period. Since there 
were enough data on Categories 3 and 4 patients to reflect the 
real arrival process, we plotted histograms of their interarrival 
times and arrival times to verify that the arrival procedure was 
modeled accurately. Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 depict that, 
in terms of statistical measures, our simulated arrival process 
was similar to the actual situation. To illustrate that the inter-
arrival time follows an exponential distribution and to compare 
our simulated results, see Figures 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.10 for in-
terarrival times for two selected time intervals (9am and 9 pm). 
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Figure 3.2: Average daily arrivals for patients on each day in a week 
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Figure 3.3: Average daily arrivals for patients on working day vs public 
holiday 
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Figure 3.4: Proportion of patients in each category: Actual data v.s. Simu-
lated results 
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Figure 3.5: Interarrival time of patients from category 3: Actual data v.s. 
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Figure 3.6: Arrival time of patients from category 3: Actual data v.s. Simu-
lated results 
To find good parameters for distributions, we implemented 
the search methods mentioned in Section 3.3. We regarded 
the simulated averages, standard deviations and patterns of the 
net time distributions as having the same importance so that 
y = 72 = 73 = 1 in ( 3 1) The weight aJ was taken to be 
a geometric sequence, aJ 二 去，so that more weight was placed 
on time intervals with less duration and E/=i oJ « 1 for a large 
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Figure 3.7: Interarrival time of patients from category 4: Actual data v.s. 
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Figure 3.8: Arrival time of patients from category 4: Actual data v.s. Simu-
lated results . 
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Figure 3.9: Interarrival time of patients from category 3 at 9am: Actual data 
v.s. Simulated results 
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Figure 3.10: Interarrival time of patients from category 3 at 9pm: Actual 
data v.s. Simulated results 
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Figure 3.11: Interarrival time of patients from category 4 at 9am: Actual 
data v.s. Simulated results 
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Figure 3.12: Interarrival time of patients from category 4 at 9pm: Actual 
data v.s. Simulated results 
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_i reg tri con cub tra pcon pcub 
A(gQ ( m i ^ 0.1 " 0 ^ 0.2 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 
A(/3^) (min) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2~~ 
Table 3.1: Values ofA(a/3). 
number J^ {J^ = 15, J^ = 20, r^ = 5 and — = 2 in our case). 
The reason is that there were some exceptional cases that pa-
tients had to wait for consultation for a very long time due to 
the events we did not model. For example, a nurse forgets to 
put a patient into the queue for consultation. Therefore, we put 
less weights on intervals with longer duration so as to reduce the 
effects of exceptional cases. In general, other weightings such as 
an equal weighting and an arithmetic weighting can also be used. 
In our search procedure, we discretized the domains of the 
parameters. For each parameter aj3\ we increased or decreased 
it by a fixed increment when we tried to adjust its value. The 
values of our increments are listed in Table 3.1. 
These values were determined such that they were significant 
enough (within 10% and 20% of the initial guesses for a and |3 
respectively) to represent the possible values of the parameters 
and at the same time not too small to make the search proce-
dure time consuming. 
To search "good" parameters for our model, we applied the 
two algorithms stated in Section 3.3: the descent method and 
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simulated annealing. We observed that the descent method be-
came trapped at local optima as other researchers have reported. 
In our computational study, we observed that this solution was 
quite far from the the solution that we obtained by simulated 
annealing, in terms of the objective value and also the individ-
ual values. However, one advantage of using a descent method 
is that the algorithm terminates in a relatively short time since 
local optima can always be found easily by just moving in a 
beneficial direction. In terms of solution quality, simulated an-
nealing almost always provides a better solution but the solution 
time may be long. Another way to reduce the solution time is to 
choose a smaller value of the initial temperature, To, and cooling 
factor, r. This can reduce the time to reach the final solution, 
but with the disadvantage of having a higher chance of being 
trapped at a local optimum. In our computational tests, T � a n d 
r were set to 0.1 and 0.999 in order to accept solutions with 
better quality and extend search time respectively . 
We began with a good initial estimate of the parameters. 
These estimates were based on the experience of the operations 
manager in the Emergency Department at PWH and also our 
own observations. Prom Remark 2, we can regard a and |3 as 
the factors to adjust the mean and skewness of the distribution 
since a is close to the mean if /? is greater than 1 and it is easy 
to show that the skewness factor is independent of a but instead 
is a function of |3. Table 3.2 shows the values of our initial esti-
« 
mates . 
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i reg tri con cub tra pcon pcub 
Q^  (min) 1 3.5 ~ l 0 ~ ~ l 8 ~ " W 8 H ~ 
P' (min) 2 1 8 3 5 1 1 
Table 3.2: Values of the initial guess of the parameters. 
The consistency function c{xa^,x) defined by ( 3.1) can be . 
regarded as the weighted average of the absolute values of the 
relative errors of the simulated results. The lower the value, the 
higher the consistency of our model to the actual data is. These 
relative errors may have several causes: 1. the search procedure 
did not obtain the best parameters to minimize the errors; 2. 
we did not use a fine enough grid for our parameter search; 3. 
even if we found the right parameters, there is randomness in 
the simulation and we used only a single replication. Due to 
the above reasons, it is impossible to obtain a set of parame-
ters that has c{xoc^,x) = 0. The only thing we can do' is to 
find one set of parameters with an acceptable error. We applied 
both the descent method and simulated annealing to search for 
the best parameters to fit the real data. The descent method 
made no improvement after 2000 iterations, which took around 
3 hours. We let the simulated annealing run 5000 iterations and 
then used the final solution to restart the process again. We 
repeated this process 3 times, which took about a day in total. 
Although the descent method was faster, simulated annealing 
performed much better, in terms of the solution quality. Ta-
bles 3.3 and 3.4 show the set of parameters that both methods 
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Set of i reg tri con cub tra pcon pcub c(xa^^x) 
parameters 
1 ^ g^  (min) T ^ T ^ T 6 ~ ~ 1 ^ ^ " " " ^ 6 J ~ 9.5 0.173588 
P' (min) T 1 " 1 J A ~ " ^ ~ " 4 T " 0 . 4 0.8 
^ g^  (min) 1 ~ ~ 2.9 9.8 “ 17 28 ~7 10 0.174921 
^' (min) T i ~ ~ I X T 6 ~ ~ ^ 1 ~ ~ 4 ^ 0.6 0 . 6 ~ 
~M g^  (min) 1 2.9 9.6 “ 16.5 28 ~7 10 0.178056 
j5' (min) T T 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 T ~ 4.6 0 . 6 ~ " 0 6 ~ ~ 
"4th g^  (min) 0.9 2.7 9.6 “ 16.5 27 T s ~ 9.5 0.180272 
/3^  (min) T X 1 ^ ~ " " ^ ~ " A A ~ ^ ~ 0.8 
" ^ g^  (min) 1 ~ 2.9 10 "T? ^ ~ ~ 7 10 0.181156 
/3^  (min) 1.4 1 7.6 2.4 4.6 0.6 0.6 
Table 3.3: Parameters obtained by descent method and their corresponding 
c{xa^,x) values.(5 best results out of 2000) 
obtained and their corresponding values of the consistency func-
tion. 
We stored the sets of parameters corresponding to the five 
smallest c{Xa/3^x) values and ranked them in ascending order. 
Prom the computational results listed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, we 
observed that the solutions obtained by each algorithm are sim-
ilar to one another. The quality of the solution obtained by 
simulated annealing was quite good, with a weighted average of 
the relative errors of just around 7%. 
To verify our simulated results are consistent with the ac-
tual data, we plotted the histograms of time spent from triage 
to consultation in a consultation room or cubicle for Categories 
3 and 4 patients. The time spent from triage to consultation 
• 
included those for walking and non-walking patients since the 
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Set of i reg tri con cub tra pcon pcub c(xa^,x) 
parameters 
l i i g^  (min) 1.1 2.7 10 21.5 1 ^ " 8 . 5 10 0.073762 
^[ (min) ~ Y ~ 0.8 9.6 "3.2 4.4 l 6 1.2~" 
~ ^ c^^minj T T T 7 " 10 "21.5 l 2 ~ " " 0 ~ 10 0.079925 
P\ (min) "2"~ 0.8 ~ l 0 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ i T 0.6 1.2 — 
~ M Q^ | (min) T T " 2.7 10 ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ 5 ~ 10 0.082371 
P\ (min) ~2 ^ T i ~ " ^ ~ " i J " T 6 ~ 1.2 
^ <^ ' (min) T T T ? " 10 21 ~ ^ ~ " 8 X ~ 10 0.083389 
P\ (min) ~2 O ^ T i ~ ~ 3 J ~ 4.4 0.6 L 2 ~ . 
~ ^ gi (min) 1.1 2.7 10 21 l ^ _ 8 . 5 10 0.087373 
P' (min) 2.2 0.8 9.4 3.2 4.4 0.6 1 . 2 ~ 
Table 3.4: Parameters obtained by simulated annealing and their correspond-
ing c{xa0,x) values.(5 best results out of 15000) 
Emergency Department records did not distinguish whether a 
patient was walking or non-walking. Figures 3.13, 3.14，3.15 
and 3.16 illustrate the comparisons between the actual data and 
simulated results of the time spent from triage to consultation 
for Categories 3 and 4 patients. The figures suggest we obtained 
reasonably good estimates of the parameters. 
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Actual time spent from triage to consuttation Simuteted time spent from triage to 
for Category 3 patients consultation for Category 3 patients 
700 了'-，、 - ~ r � -(，—r r^ r^^  n^  ^  ‘»• ^ >2^  j：»^™1 700 Y ,^^ -^¾ -^  -.^- ^^ f^i： ‘ ^^  ^ -^ pr -,'-» '»•-
^-l:''^'"A^ n^''rrniJM^t] - ½ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ - ' ^ " \ 广 
：秦‘丨、 . > : ^ ^ ® l : | 脚 _ = 、 丨 : , ? : ： 
_ J i ^ f e � i : _ _ : " r 
^ • � • ^ ^ fe^ A^  %^ cS> ^ ^^ <f? ^ ^¢=^^^ ^ N^  � • tf> <»> 4=� <^ <P ^ •勿 ^  ^ 、1>勺妒<? 
Time (minutes) Time(mlnutes) 
Figure 3.13: Time spent from triage to consultation for Category 3 patients: 
Actual data v.s. Simulated results 
Actual time spent from triage to consultation Simulated time spent from triage to 
for Category 4 patients consultation for Category 4 patients 
i ^ r “ � ^ ' " … “ ‘ … ‘ � ^ ^ 3 ¾ i^T^^��^^� sT^�y$_‘�>^vn_ :沪、 
: ： ； 。 赫 着 ： | _ 雜 ％ 」 : : 》 《 
咖 - ， ’ > 導 絲 , 參 • 丨 瞧 羅 _ 、 : : - 、 > 
: " “ t a i ^ f e - : i : i ^ B s 
^ # •�>>o 身 # # 欢 ^ ^ # ^ ^ ^ ^ # � / ^ ^ ^ ^^ 承 # # <fj^  ^  旁次岁欢 ^ ^ «#y^  
Tlme(mlnutes) Time (minutes) 
Figure 3.14: Time spent from triage to consultation for Category 4 patients: 
Actual data v.s. Simulated results 
• 
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Cumulat ive percentage of t ime spent 
from tr iage to consultat ion for 
Category 3 patients: 
Actual data vs Simulated Results 懸 
5 25 45 65 85 105 125 145 
Time (minutes) 
Figure 3.15: Cumulative percentage of time spent from triage to consultation 
for Category 3 patients: Actual data v.s. Simulated results 
Cumulat ive percentage of t ime spent 
from triage to consultat ion for 
Category 4 patients: 
Actual data vs Simulated Results 
100% TTTT^ r-- 'j: • • • ;f^ j^ ^^ ^^ ^^ jj^ ^^ uufI__|J 
藝 
20 100 180 260 340 420 500 580 
Time (minutes) 
Figure 3.16: Cumulative percentage of time spent from triage to consultation 
for Category 4 patients: Actual data v.s. Simulated results 
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3.5 Conclusions and Future Work 
First, we successfully developed a model for an emergency room 
at a hospital. This model incorporates time-varying arrival pro-
cesses of patients in five categories. We modeled arrivals as a 
Poisson process with time and category-dependent arrival rates. 
Computational results in Section 3.4 show that the patterns of 
our simulated results are consistent with the actual arrival data. 
Second, we address the issue of parameter estimation with 
paucity of data. We applied two search procedures, descent 
method and simulated annealing, to estimate the set of param-
eters for the distributions of service times when service time 
data are not directly obtainable. Simulated annealing performed 
much better than the descent method in our experimental tests 
and a good set of parameters was obtained using simulated an-
nealing. Computational results in Section 3.4 show that the 
patterns of our simulated results are consistent with the actual 
data. 
Finally, we developed a tool, which was written in EXCEL 
VBA of Microsoft Office 2003, to simulate the patient flows in 
the Emergency Department at PWH. The simulation can keep 
track of the start times and end times of the events in our simu-
lation, which allows us to make use of that information to mea-
sure the efficiency and performance of the operating system. • 
By trying different doctors' schedules, the resulting outcomes 
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can be analyzed to evaluate how service performance of the De-
partment is impacted by changing the roster or shift-schedule 
of the doctors. This will help the schedule planner to analyze 
different "what-if" scenarios before making any important de-
cisions regarding roster of shift adjustment. The contribution 
of this project is not only the reduction of the waiting times 
of patients, but also enhancing the quality of service that the 
Emergency Department is providing since the manpower and re-
sources can be well-allocated. As a consequence, more patients 
are expected to be treated after the system improves. 
Although the simulation tool can help analyze the perfor-
mance of the system in the Emergency Department, finding the 
best doctors' schedule to optimize the efficiency of the system is 
also a NP-hard problem since the number of possible schedules 
increases exponentially as the number of doctors or the planning 
time horizon increases. It is impossible for the schedule plan-
ner to try all the possible schedules to determine the best one 
among all of them. Therefore, a possible project extension is to 
develop an effective heuristic to obtain good schedules. 




The matrix A of the following constraints is totally unimodular. 
^i -o^i jyi ju < -dj,i,t Vj,/, t (1) 
Ei{-aijyijit - OiijXijit) — zjj,t < -dj,i,t Vj, 1, t (2) 
E/ T^jiViju + HjU) + move^ + idle^ < 1 — off(t Vz, t (3) 
Td T,j{-yi,j,i,t — Xi’jU) - movei,t — idl6i,t < - 1 + o f f � t Vz, t (4) 
VijU < a i j Vi , j , l , t (5) 
Xi,j,i,t < Oiij y i J J , t (6) 
where a^j and cq,j are binaries. 
Proof 
Note that the problem can be decomposed into \T\ subprob-
lems since there are no constraints that link different values of 
t. Therefore, if every constraint matrix is totally unimodular for 
each t, then the global constraint matrix stated in proposition 1 
is totally unimodular. For this reason, we just consider one s u b - . 
problem which can be rewritten as follows. . 
116 
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^i -O^i,jVi,j,l < -dj,l Vj,/ (1') 
^i{-o^ijyi,j,i - o^i,jHj,i) - Zj,i < -dj,i Vj, 1 (2，） 
E/ Zj(jji,j,i + Xij^i) + movci + idl6i < 1 - off^ Vi (3，） 
U ^j{-yi j , i — Xij^i) - mov6i — idlci < —1 + off^ Vz (4，） 
Vi,j,i < %j Vi,j , / (5') 
Xi,j,i < o i^,j Vz,j,/ (6') 
It is easy to see the left hand sides of above constraints are 
( Ml M2 \ 
in the form where constraints (1，）to (4，） 
V ^2x|/|x|J|x|L| 0 / 
form the matrices Mi and M2 and constraints (5') and (6') are 
the rows in the identity matrix 1. A well-known fact is that a 
( M \ 
matrix M is totally unimodular if and only if is totally 
\ I / 
( M \ 
unimodular. It is easy to check the matrix is still to-
V I / , 
tally unimodular even if we delete some rows from the identity 
matrix I. For this reason, we just consider constraints (1,) to 
(4'). If the matrix formed by constraints (1，）to (4，）is totally 
unimodular, then we are done. 
A well known fact is that a { - 1 , 0 , + 1 } matrix M of size 
m by n is totally unimodular if for any subset K of the rows 
{l,2, ...,m}，there exists a partition {K1,K2)^ i.e., i^1U/^2 = K 
and i ^ i f l & = 0，such that every column p satisfies | EkeKi Mk,p-
EkeK2 ^k,pl < 1, which means the absolute value of the differ-
ence between the column sum of Ki and that of K2 is less than 
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or equal to 1. (See page 204 in [19] for details.) It is easy to 
confirm that the above condition is automatically satisfied for 
the column corresponds to the variable Zj�i s nce it appears only 
once in the whole formulation. 
Now, define a i ' ( j , l ) and ¢72' (j, 1) as the row numbers of con-
straints (1') and (2'), respectively, with indices j and 1. We also 
define cr3/(i) and a4'{i) as the row numbers of the constraints (3') 
and (4')，respectively, with index i. We are going to construct 
a partition {K1,K2) for subset K of the rows such that every 
column p satisfies | EkeK^ Mk,p - Efce^a M^,p| < 1. 
If ai>{j,l) e K and a2'(j, 1) G K, then ay{j, 1) G K2 and 
a2'(j,l) e Ki. Otherwise, c7i>{j,l) e Ki if cFi>{j,l) e K but 
^2'(j, 0 雀 K, and (J2'U, 1) e Ki if a2'(j，1) G K but ai ' ( j , 1) • K, 
By the above construction, if we consider only constraints (1,) 
and (2'), the column sums of the columns yi,j,i and Xij^ i are ei-
ther —1 or 0. 
If as'{i) e K and a4'(i) G K, then ¢73/(2) and a4'(i) G Ki. Oth-
erwise, ¢73/(2) e Ki if a3'(i) e K but a4'(i)孝 K, and a4'(i) e K2 
if cF4'{i) e K but a3'(i) ^ K. If we consider only constraints 3' 
and 4', the column sums of columns yi,j,i and Xij^ i are now 0 or 
+1. 
Now, it is easy to check | ^於日尺丄 Mk,p — EkeK2 ^k,pl < 1 is sat-
« 
isfied for every column p. 
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End of the proof of proposition 1. 
Proposition 2 
Let V and Q be the formulations as follows. 
P: 
dju < E ^jViju Vj,/,^ 
i 
dj,i,t < Yl[0'iMM + Q^i,j^i,j,/,i) 
i 
+¾," Vj,/,^ 
T^TXyi,j,i’t + Xi,j,i�t) 
I j 
+movei^t + idlei,t = 1 — of f^ Vz, t 
J2{yi,ju + Xi,jj,t) < E ( " u " + i + ^iju+i) j j 
+movei^t+i ^ i , l , t ^ |T 
yi,j,i,t < aij V2,j,/,^ ‘ 
^iJlt < otij yiJJ,t 
yijluXijit^movei^uidle^ ^ {0,1} Vi,j,l,t 
^j,i,t e Z+U{0} yj,i,t 
Q： 
do,i,t < Y. Q'i,oVi,ou Vo,z,z 
i 
^fit < J2TMAyi,o,i,t + Xi,o,i,t) i 0 
v/，z，� 
dolt < Y,{cLi^oyi,oU + Oii^oXi^o,Ut) 
i 
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+Zo,i,t Vo,/,i 
c"’t < EEikf + 0i,f){yi,o,i,t + Xi^o,i,t) 
i 0 
+ " " v / , / , t 
EE(yi,o,/,t + ^i,o,/,i) 
I 0 
+movei^t + idlei,t = 1 _ off^ ^ Vi, t 
YMh,o,l,t + ^i,o,/,0 < Kyi,o,l,t+l + Xi^o,l,t+l) 
0 0 
+movei^t+i ^iJ,t + \T 
Vi,oit < ai,o Vi,o,l,t • 
Xi,o,i,t < o^i,o Vi,o,l,t 
yi,�,i,t,Xi，。,i,t,movei,t,idlei,t e {0,1} Mi,o,l,t 
ZoU,Sf,i,t e Z+U{0} Vo,fJ,t 
Let P and Q be the feasible sets ofV and Q respectively. Let the 
index sets defined by projections • � : J ~^ 0 and ^pf : J — F 
such that W G /，/ G J, d G 0 , f G F, 1' G L, t' G T, 
Od',o' = max{ai>j : j e ^o^{o')}, bi>j> = max{ai'j : j E i ^ j \ f ' ) } , 
thus, ai'^o' 二 max{o;i',j : j E ^p~^{o')}, and Pi',f' = max{ai'j : 
j e ^ f i f ) } . 
Let do',i',t' 二 &6^^。-1(0')么’"’"，印’"’"-Xje%\f'�dj,i',t', 
do',i',t' < Sje^o-i(o')c/j,",i', Cf',i,,t' < ^e^-i(//)^-/',f'. 
Then Q is a relaxation ofV. 
Proof 
Define the injection from feasible set P to Q by , 
yi',o',i',t' = ^je^-'{o')yi'J,i',t' and 0Ci',o>’i'�t' = ^jexp-^o')^i',j,i',t'- . 
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It is easy to check that every feasible point in P corresponds 
to a feasible point in Q, and there may be feasible solutions to 
Q that do not correspond to any feasible solution to P. 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix B 
Getting Started with the 
Manpower Optimization Tool 
In this section, we will provide the guidelines for using the man-
power optimization tool that we developed. First of all, please 
make sure that you have the required files or programs before 
starting the tool. 
B.1 Required Files or Programs 
To start the manpower optimization tool, CPLEX should be 
correctly installed on your own PC. CPLEX 11.2 or above is 
recommended. Moreover, the following files should be put in 
the same directory. 
commands A text file that includes the CPLEX commands . 
cplex.exe The CPLEX program (Please make sure that you 
122 
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have license for access) 
Cplex_Table.exe An executable program that writes out the 
model, which is in CPLEX LP format 
delete.bat A batch file that deletes the previous files 
constraint_driven_approach.exe An executable that imple-
ments the constraint driven approach 
solution.exe An executable that generates a solution file, so-
lution.sol 
solve.bat A batch file that calls CPLEX to solve the problem 
After CPLEX is set up correctly and the required files are 
available, the manpower optimization tool can be used. The 
following shows how a staff scheduling problem can be solved 
by the manpower optimization tool. 
B.2 Input Parameters 
The following is an example to show how the program works. 
The example has 40 employees, 4 operational tasks, 9 languages, 
8 gates, 96 time intervals (i.e., the length of each time interval 
is 24 X 60 minutes + 96 = 15 minutes) and 14 destinations. 
The problem parameters such as number of employees and 
number of operational tasks are entered in the 'Input parame-
ter' worksheet. The numbers should be inputted in the upper 
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~ ~ ^ A " 7 1 : B , _ : C......,..—.....丨 D I . . . . . . . . . . . .E~~： I F G ： ~ ~ H ~ 
1 iNo_of employee8 "1 — 40| 
2 |iiieyjiwa8dnaUiiii^^p^^,^^ :::..:[.:....:..… 
3 !^45¾¾¾^^¾¾^!:^^^;. ^i-. ^  丨 
4 i i ^ j i f e ^ ^ i ^ ^ _ ^ | ^ ^ ^ , g ‘ 
5 ^^55ii>iJ i<iffe<iS.r.: ) . : ^ ' W : V y ^ , T W 
6 iN0 of destinations 14 
7 !RS^i^^71^F^^iii^^iiitam^HhHIHDM<inatk^ 
8 iEmployeeJk selling_ticket8 Chi A u s ^ l i a : |_ | 
.....9 jEmployee_B boarding Eng Brazil :J:..::......:.:..!::::::::::: 
10 lEmpioyee_C seat_re^ssignment Fre Canada 
11 Employee^D checknn Gre China : [ �.1.4j.!5npjpyee_t ' Jap —.Englanci ...:...； 
@iimpioyee_F Kor France ；" 
14 | |mployeeJ3 i Por Germany _..—： ； : , 
J5jEmployee_,H ; Spa Japan ., ； ^ ’ 
' ielEmployeeJ V1e Korea 
17iEmployee^J : Spain 
18jEmployee_K Switzeriand " ' 
19 |Employee_L | Taiwan 
20 |EmployeeJ< UnrtedStates . 21J Empioyeeji :I:::=:::::.::::...; Wetnatn ：.: 丨 ： 
22 iEmployee_6 [ " ¢ 5 5 5 5 5 0 
23|Employee_P | ; , I.: Fiahf^ l | ：.._._J 
*>A r C m r % l 4 ^ u a o A 
Figure B.1: Input page of problem size and parameters 
left table. You can also specify the names of employees, opera-
tional tasks, language requirements and destinations of flights. 
(See Figure B.1.) 
After filling in the parameters, click 'Generate Frame，. This 
helps you generate the tables required for your problem. Note 
that the generation of the frame takes quite a long time if the 
problem size is large (around 1 to 2 minutes in this example). 
However, this procedure can be skipped if your frame has been 
established once. If it is necessary to make some changes, for ex-
ample adding one more employee to the employee set, the frame 
has to be regenerated again. 
f 
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L „ „ A 1 . … … B . . . _ 4 — : i — _ C _ . . . _ _ . _ 4 D — j E j . — _ _ _ F _ — 
1 No of empioyee8 J 45) 
2 g ^ o t e r : : ^ Z L „ — d .1 ：.：.! j 
3 ： I i I 1 
_4 Name selHng_,ticket8 :gateji>oarting ij^ Q^j^ i_jiiiii^ ii^ i^ i^i,••"•xhecMini 丨 
1slEmpioyeelK Yes"".…— ~"'^YM Yes iYes i 
16 EmpibyeeJ. Yes Yes ;Yes Yes 
17iEmployeOl Yes Tes Yes Yes ^ 
18 Empioyee,N Yes Yes Yes Yes I 
19 Employee^O Yes Yes Yes Yes 
20 EmployeeIP ―….'…No .......:..:.:=::=]Yes Yes Yes ； 
21 Employee_Q No !Ves Yes Yes ， 
22Empioyee^R ‘ No Yes Yes Yes 
23 Employee S No IVes Yes Yes : 
W EmployeeJ- No !Ves Yes Yes ' 
25 Employe^U No N^o yes Yes ‘ 
26 Employee"v No ;No Yes Yes 
27 EmploYeeJW No |No.,.• Yes Yes • 
28jEmployeeJ( No lNo Yes Yes ! 
MIEmployee^Y No lNo Yes Yes 
iSiliEmployeeJE No |No Yes Yes 
JlimpioyeiQU No ;No Tes Yes 
32Employee"AB :No �No 'No .Yes 
33 Empioyee_AC lNo No No Yes ' 
Figure B.2: Input page for employees' operational skills 
B.3 Operational Tasks 
After the frame is generated, the operational skills of the staff 
can be entered in the 'operation' worksheet . 'Yes，indicates 
that employee is able to handle the job; ‘No，otherwise. (See 
Figure B.2.) 
An important note is that an employee can be assigned to 
handle a job even though he or she does not have the required 
skills. (An exceptional case which is a default in the program is 
that employees selling tickets MUST have this skill). However, 
in the optimization tool, it will avoid these 'mismatches' if pos-
sible. 
^ 
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i , A ！ B i C : D I E 1 F I G J H | I 
1 jNcniOwpoyfeM：'''：! 40| ‘ 
2 i i f t P f f | p f | | B ^ ^ ^ ^ r . . 
, 4 jName iEng Chi :: : : ¾ ""^S|» Gre Fre Kor ‘ Vie 
15 Bmployee^K Exceltent Good Exceltent Excellent Good Exceltent Excellent Excellent 
j6jEmploYee_L Exceltent Jxcelient Excelient ^Good Exce|lentjSood Excellent^Excellent 
17jEmployee_M |Excellent Excellent Excellent ExceiientGood ExoeHertPoor 'Excellent 
18 ;Employee_N jExceltent Excellent Exceltent Exceltent Good Good Good Exceltent 
19 jEmployee_0 |Exceilent Poor Exceltent Excellent Good Excellent Excellent Poor 
20 |Employee_P iExceItent Excellent Exceltent Poor Exceltent Exceltent Good 'Exceltent 
21 ,Emp|oyee_Q lExcettent Excellent Poor Exceltent Exceltent Exceltent Good Poor 
^•Employee^R iExcellent Good Excelient .Excellpig@i^i^h.:f99fZZ_::i^@l^nt^>[icisitsirr 
.23 Etnployee_S jExceltent Poor Good Excellent Excellent Exceiient Exceltent ^celtent 
24 lEmployee_T |Exceitent Excellent Exceltent Good Poor Excellent Excellent Good 
25jEmployee_U |Exceltent Excellent Excelient Exceltent Exceltent Good Excellent Good M]Employe^  |Exce|tetn Excellent Good Excellent Good Good Good -Poor 27jiEmp|oyeeji/V jExceiiietit Good Good Good Good Good Poor 'ixcellent 
28 Empioyee^X Exceltent Exceltent Good Good "+.:::>xc+<!|'ig#::fxc，ji^ iS::|j^ 9?+ll+ent:Poor 29jEmployee_Y Exceltent Good Excei>ent .i)ccelen^Exc(^ i^ i^rr^ ..ix<^ i^^ te^ ifi^ ¾i(sr^ fixic^ i^^ f^ ri 
30 :Employee_Z Exceltent Excellent Poor Poor Good Good Exceltent Exceltent 
31;Employee_AA Excellent Excellent Exceltent Good Exceltent Excelient Excellent Good 
M jEmployee^AB Excel|ent Good Good Excellent Good Exceltent Excellent Exceltent 
33 Employee_AC iExcelient Excellent Exceltent Excellent Exceltent Good Excellent ^celtent 
Figure B.3: Input page of employees' language skills 
B.4 Language Requirements 
There is a language requirement for each flight. There should be 
some employees who can speak the language of the destination 
of the flight. The required number of employees depends on the 
size of the flight. The language skills of the staff can be set in 
the ‘language，worksheet. 'Excellent' indicates that employee 
is a native speaker or has a significant experience speaking this 
language; 'Good' indicates that employee can handle simple con-
versation; 'Poor' otherwise. (See Figure B.3.) 
B.5 Flight Schedules 
After inputting the skills of the employees, we need informa-
f 
tion on flights to generate the staffing requirements for each 
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= : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J : . : . — : [ . — T . — . D [...~"H......1 -—]~~~.i."""l—T—.......K......{...—.'l""".......•......M""".....‘ 
2 j B H H H ^ ^ I H | t Ctear Content & . ) | 6cncrate 8tiifnng [ 
3 Mo_oLgates 丨 r 8| | 0awrateNgw Tabte [ | D»iwBd [ 
4 :jfe{^ i^^ HffB i^f5S^ : 丨 
5 i 
6 Departure time Destination Language Gate Size 
7 ‘ 8:18 China Chi ^ 1 Large I 
"8"- 8:19 Korea Kor 2 Medium ? 
9 ： 8:28 China Chi 3 Medium 
10 ; 8:28 Viietnam Vie f 4 Medium ‘ I I 
11 : 9:04 China Chi 5 Medium 
12 ] 9:15 Japan 'jap I 4 Medium 
13； 9:15 Taiwan Chi . [_..... 2 Small i ！ ! 
14 ： 10:37 Australia Eng 8 Medium 
15 ‘ 11:18 Japan Map 1 Medium 
16 i 11:20 Japan 'Jap 3 Medium 
17l 11:47 Brazil Pro 4 Medium 
18 ； 13:33 England Eng 8 Large 
19 16:24 Germany Gre 2 Medium 
20 16:30 En9k1nd Eng 1 Medium 
'21'........: 19:28>rance Fre T'" 3Meiurri" '...:....."..:..:::..—...:...:..:.:.::.:••".'•j.......... 
22 20:10 Germany Gre 4 Large 
23 20:40 Switzerland Gre 2 Medium 
Figure B.4: Input page of flight schedules 
flight. The 'flight info，worksheet generates these demands when 
the flight schedules are given. The 'No_oLflights', 'No_of_jobs', 
'No_oLgates' and 'No_of_times' are inputted in the upper left 
table. The content can be cleared by clicking 'Clear Content 
& Generate New Table，. Then the information for each flight 
should be entered in the table. (Note that the 'Departure time' 
should be in the format 'HH:MM'.) (See Figure B.4.) 
Click ‘Generate Demand，then it will automatically generate 
the staffing demands at each gate in each time period. 
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iinziz^izz^'^~ i..... BB""":"—.Bc'z' 
1 NdniC*i^P>%«*» “ “ ‘ 
T ^ t i t t t e t e 
T": ............I ‘ ‘ 
4 |Name 11:15 11:30 11:45 12:00 12:15 12:30 12:45 13:00 13:15 
15jEmployee_K work work work work work work worfc work worti 
16Employee_L lunch lunch work work work work work worfc work 
j7|mpl0yee^ M work work wo^ ^work work work work work work 
J8 Employee_N wortt wori< worii work work work work work work 
l9Employee_0 off off joff work work work work work wor1( 
20Employee_P work |work work work work work work work worit 
2i{Ernpl9yee^ Q work vyor|k work wort work work work worK work 
22|jEmpioyee_R off off off work work work work work .wort 
23 iEmployee_S off off off work worit work work work worik 
24 |Employee_J work wori< wor1< wor1< work work worfc work work 
25 |Employee_U off off off work work work work work woH( 
MiEmployeeJ/ wori( work worfc work work work wori( work work 
27lEmployeeJW off off off work work work work work work 
28 |Employee_X woirt< work work work work work worik work worii 
29 iEmployee_Y work work work work work work worK work work 
30jEmployee_Z off off off work work work worV work work 
31|Employee_^AA work work 'work wort wort work work work work 
32jEmployee^B wort wort worik work work work work worik work 
33 Employee_AC work work worik work work work work work work 
Figure B.5: Input page of employees' availabilities 
B.6 Availabilities of Workers 
The 'working hours' worksheet specifies the availabilities of the 
workers. The entry 'work' indicates that the employee is avail-
able in that time period; 'lunch' indicates that the employee is 
having lunch in that time period and therefore is unavailable; 
'off，indicates that the employee is not working in that time pe-
riod. (See Figure B.5) 
B.7 Staff Assignments 
After filling out all of the above information, the problem is 
well-defined and can be solved by the optimization tool. Go • 
back to the 'Input parameter' worksheet and click ‘Solve，. The 
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............I A—....—:—'~T'""""""""~ ^"—..—......""""""T ..."—"''"AU"' ―一—. . . .— :’ .「一： : . - . . . - . .历 
1 [So-oLgiplpi^  ““ i — — 
2 i i M i M ^ ^ M I 
. , . 3 J I 
4 lName 11:00........—._— 11:15 ―― — jl1:30 15 Empioyee_K '^i.^ iiIiB"c.ii.K"S-iiiiiii;:ii iSfiiiiOK.iiS5"S.i'aTe"^  m^ove “ “‘ 
18 Employee_L lunch lunch i | u n c h 
17 Employee_M boarding at gate1 sellingJickets at gate1 move 
18|Employee_N boarding at gate3 boarding at gate3 move 
19jEmployeejO off off off 
JMjEmployee_P idle boarding at gate4 ^boarding atgate4 
21 IEmployeeJJ move 'seat^re^ssignment at gate4 !seat re-assignment at gate4 
22 Employee_R off off off 
23]Employ&ejS off off 'off 
24 IEmployee_t seat_re-as8ignment at gate3 boarding at gate3 move 
25lEmployeeJJ off off off 
26iEmployee_V seat_re^ssignment at gate3 seat_re^ssignment at gate3 ^move 
27]EmployeeJAr off off ". off 
28 Employee_X idle seat.re^ssignment at gate4 seat_re-as8ignment at gate4 
29 Employee_Y seat.re-assignment at gate1 seat_re*assignmentatgate1 move 
30JEmployee_Z off off off 
31 jEmployee_AA 8eat_re^s8ignment at gate1 'seat_re4ssignment at gate1 ;tnove 
32Emp1oyee_AB idle idle ....... lid||e 
33 ;Employee_AC check-in at gate3 .^iiiSi.aii..^；} jmov^ 
Figure B.6: Output page of manpower allocation 
optimization tool writes out the model and calls 'cplex.exe' or 
'constraint_driven_approach.exe' to solve the problem and out-
puts the assignment. The optimized schedule is presented on 
the 'Assignments' page. (See Figure B.6.) 
On the 'Assignments' page, The assignment of each employee 
in each time slot is shown. (Note that the message 'infeasible!!!' 
means that the problem cannot be solved due to an insufficient 
number of skilled workers available. The assignment of each em-
ployee will show，#####, in this case.) 
Enjoy using this manpower optimization tool! 
• End of chapter. 
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